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J) efore passing on to the exposition of the content of this topic it is

D i:ffit":L',i*fl"oT"?'ilr,.'1,"0.H1,.."t 
terns: a terminological,

The term Franciscan is normally used in reference to Francis and
the Order founded by him; in.the following pages the reality referred to can
be taken from the context. In the following pages the sense of the term as
used in the title will also be described.

The term conventual refers to that specific configuration of the
Order established by Francis, expressing in a dynamic and creative way the
potential of the charism under the influence of social and ecclesial faitors,
which it assumed almost from the beginning by almost the entire Order, and
has been continued from then until today in the Order of Friars Minor
Conventual.

The term charism indicates, with the Pauline language used by the
recent Magesterium, each gratuitous gift of the Spirit given to individuals
and groups for the growth of the life of the entire church. In the recent
theology of the consecrated life this term has been and continues to be
employed to indicate the nature, the forms and the mission of consecrated
life. In particular the following expressions have become familiar: charisrn of
tle f9unfur, charism of the Ordcr in ix origin (original), cbarisrn of fourutation if
tbe Order (foundational), chariwa of the Order iru history, charisrn of tbe rnembeis
of the Order. The use of these expressions is still very fluid. Therefore it is
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necessary to specifi, from the outset the meaning that will be given to those
expressions as employed in this paper.

In the following pages these expressions will be wed: cbarism of the

Founder, charisrn of the Order in its origin or charisru of origin, cbarisrn of the
Ordcr in its journey through history. First, a formal explanation will be given
of the meaning these expressions have acquired in theological research. Next
it will be shown how these expressions have been and are concretized in the
Order of Minors (or Franciscan Order) initiated by Francis the Founder,
recognized in its origin by the Church with its own charism, and configured
within a short period of time almost completely as clnaentaal.

The Charism of the Founder
The "charism of the Founder" is that particular gift bestowed on a

believer by the Spirit of God for the founding of an Order/Institute with the
spiritual graces given to that person exclusively for that end.

Theologians today identi& th" elements (components) which
constitute this cbarisrn by distinguishing between those elements which are
essential and those elements which are complimentary. Essential elements
include: having conceived the idea of the Order with its proper finality (not
necessarily the first element in the order of time); that of having given life to
the Order (with all the experiences connected to that fact). These are gifts of
the Spirit which are entirely gratuitous, personal, incommunicable, and non
transmittable. Complimentary or non-essential elements of the Founder's
task but actually present in the life of all Founders and partially
transmittable even if in differing degrees include: a divine experience of
calVvocation; a new form of the following of Christ and a particular
understanding of the Gospel; a sense of paternity toward the Order; the
conferral (or at least the general supervision) of norms of life and
govenrment for the Order; the foundation's spirit of rnission (rnissionarieth);

the Order's ecclesial nature, which is recognized by the authority of the
Church.

The Founder receives and assimilates the charism of the Spirit with
all its elemen* in a personal ruanner-for this reason, one speats of the spirit
or spiriruality of the Founder. This includes the spiritual values lived by the
Founder which constitute the originality of his experience of the totality of
the Christian mystery and which in part are transmitted by him to the Order
he founded, except for those essential elements which are unique to him as

Founder, and therefore, non-transmittable.t

'In the following pages, despite this opportune distinction, the term cbarism.
will be utilized even when it would be the case to speak of rhe spirit. This is done
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The Charism of the Order in Its Origins
This expression indicates the spiritual and in part juridical

characteristics assumed by the Order under the guidance and approbation of
the Founder while he was still alive. In substance this is the spiritual
physiognomy assumed by the first Community (from the beginning, as
founded), and hence is part of is "spirit" of its "soul", of its "identity,,,
rooted in lived experience, transmitted by the Founder, and moderated by
the Church. With the approval of the Order/Institute at irs origin, the
ecclesiastical authority legitimates and sanctions not so much the
charismatic, personal experience of the Founder, as much as the spiritual
contents of the original (foundational) charism of the Order/Institute,
assimilated by the Order but obviously rooted in the "spirit" of the Founder.

The Charism of the Order Throughour Its History and in the
Present

After these clarifications the problem of the path of the charism of
the Order through history as well as its updating in the present will be
addressed.

Today, both the Magisterium (cfr. Vita cunsecrata, n. 37) and
theological reflection have admitted that the charisnt of the Order at its origin
(with that of the Founder present in it) is a dlmamic reality, a reality in
movement, open even to considerable developments, with the one condition
that these be homogeneous with the founding inspiration.'This means that
one must speak of a charism of tbe Order which moves through and
enculturates itself in time, and which is not to be identified entirely with the
charisna of tbe Order at its origin transmitted and guided by the Founder,
because litde by litde it develops and is enriched as it is lived in new,
unforeseen, historical and cultural situations.

An adequate theological judgement on the path taken through time
by the cbariwt. of the Order in its origin, as well as of its actualization in the
present can only result from the consideration of the following three
elements: l) the charism/spirit of the Founder as the root of the charisrn of
tbe Order in its origin, obviously not in its untransmitable gifts but in the
essential nucleus of the Founder's spiritual experience which was
communicated to the Order; 2) the charivn of the Order in itr origin, or the
spirit and constitutive elements of the community of origin; 3) both the

according to common linguistic usage, present even in the tide of the theme which is
being developed here.

'A. Midali, "Attuali correnti teologiche," in Aa.Vv,, Il carisma delh aita
religiosa dano delh Spirito alla Chiesa per il monilo (Milan: Ancora, l98l): tt4-92.
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historical circumstances (social, cultural, ecclesial) and the always new
demands in which the Order of the past had to live, and in which the order
of the present must live in order to dynamically actualize its charism'

This means that a nostalgic glance at the origins of an

Order/Institute with the intention of re-proposing and reliving the origins
materially, or in the determinate form with which the charism took shape in
its beginning, is not only illusory but also unproductive. It is a different
thing to attempt to draw out of the origin the intentions and profound
values which constitute the soul ot the spirit of the charism itself. This allows

the Order/Institute to remove the inevitable dust of time which accumulates

on the life, and to identifi, with clarity the values which it must live and

witness to in a present which is open to the future.

The Responsible Subjects of the Actualization of the Charistn of
tbe Origin From the Beginning until Today

The question of the events and subjects which have the task of
overseeing the horuogeneous historical deael'opment of the chariwt. of the Order
from the founding inspirations (or from the spirit of the Founder and from
the spirit of the Order/Institute in its origin) cannot be overlooked'
According to the doctrine and law of the church this task is incumbent first
of all upon the superiors (cfr.Mutuae relationes, n. 14) and in a specialway
upon the General Chapters (CDC, can. 631) under the vigilance of the
authority of the church (CDC, can. 576).In truth, this task pertains to the

entire Order, because the Order in its entirety is called to be faithful to itself
in a dynamic and creative way.

In the light of these indispensable terminological and hermeneutical
premises, we can indicate the exact meaning which is to be given to the

expression Franciscan cbarism in this presentation: the Franciscan charism is
the form of life and evangelical witness, initiated by Francis of fusisi
through tlre pure gift of the Spirit in the heart of the Church (charivn of tbe

Founder Francis), and transmitted to the Order founded by him Qbaristn of
the Order in ir origin) to be actualized in a creative and faithful manner on

the part of the Order in the present (cbarisrn of tbe Ordrr today)-

The expression Franciscan charism is further specified by the term
conaentual, because as will be demonstrated, the Franciscan Fraternity
founded by St. Francis almost from the beginning of its historical journey

and by almost the entire Order, in dynamically explicating the potency of its
charism, was given a shape called conaentual (the content of this will be

indicated below), which for the Friars Minor Conventual has represented

and continues to represent the concrete form in which the "Franciscan
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cbaris,rn" in fact positively evolved, and was preserved and developed through
seven centuries by them, and which today must be creatively actualized in
new forms.

Having articulated these premises, we now turn to the exposition of
the theme in its various parts. This exposition will be divided into four
points: I. The charism of the Franciscan Order at its origin, which begins
with the year of foundation (1209) and continues through the confirmation
of the Rule (1223), concluding with the death of the Founder (1226); II. The
charism of the Franciscan Order in the period of conventual shaping and
institutionalization (1223-1260); III. The Conventual Franciscan charism in
its history up to the present rnoment (1260-1997); and finally, fV. The
Conventual Franciscan charism in its contemporary identity, configuration
and actualization. In each of these periods we will first present the salient
historical facts and then the mode in which the elements or components of
rJoe charisyn of the Orderhas been lived and given witness.

This development of this exposition will result in both a cerrain
schematization and inevitable repetition. It has the advantage, however, of
following step by step the concrete historical path of the Conventual
Franciscan Family and its embodiment of the'particular content of its
charism in the course of the centuries up to the present moment.
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I

The Charism of the Order in its Foundation
and in the Period of Origin'

A. The facts of history
St. Francis of fusisi who was blessed with a familiarity with lepers

from the time of his religious conversion and was changed in his existential
orientation by this ("I left the world," 1205/1206; Test l-4),'felt himself
called to a life of intimate union with God in Christ and to evangelical
penance. His choice of life was embraced and shared almost immediately by
companions which he designated and considered as "brothers" given to him
by the Lord (Test 14). Thus was constiruted the original nucleus, the germ
of the Franciscan Fraternity.s In giving concrete form to his and his
companions vocation the Saint of fusisi attended to the divine voice which
invited him to live "according to the form of the holy gospel" (Test l4). The
attentive listening to the gospel of the mission of the Aposdes at the
Portiuncula (cfr. 1 Cel 22;LM III: 1; L3S 25), made him understand that
the Lord called him to an itinerant apostolic life of the preaching of
penance, in absolute poverty, for the salvation of souls (1 Cel 22;LMlIl:l;
L3S 25). He began to do this together with his first followers after having
received *re consent of the local ecclesiastical authority, the bishop of fusisi.

Within that first year, the group numbered twelve including
Francis. From the first days at RivoTorto (c. 1208-1211) he taught in his

'Even though the charisrn of the Founder and the cbarisnt. of the Ord.er at its
origins te in fact distinct, they are not adequately separable, especially in the case of
the close relationship of St. Francis with his Order, so that they can be considered
together x the charisrn of the Order in its foundatiun or charism of tbe Order in the period
of its origins.

olranslators note: References to the Franciscan sources follow the
abbreviations used by Tlte Cord., published by the Franciscan Institute, St.
Bonaventure, NY. Reference to the writings of Francis by chapter and verse follow
the critical edition of dte Opuseula (K. Esser, 1976), rttlized, by R. Armstrong and I.
Brady in their translation of the texts (Paulist, 1982).

tln the text we will refer to the Franciscan Family with both the terms
Fratemity and Oriler. Beyond the problematic of the origin of the group around
Francis as "Fraternity" and its development into the "Order" or "Religion," is also
the fact that in the Rule and other writings of Francis he indicates the same reality by
using terms without distinction: relzgra (RegNB I:4; II:9 (indirecdy); EpOrd 2; ordo:
cfr. RegB VII:4; VIII:2; TestS 1; EpOrd 38;47;fratemitas cfr. RegB MII:I; IX:3;
XII:4; Test 33; EpOrd 2.
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school of formation and exemplarity ("the school of St. Francis," 1 Cel 30)
the characteristic elements of the forrnn aitae of the new frmemity, mad,e up
of both clerics and lay. His teaching included the personal life of faith which
consisted in an intimate union with God revealed in the poor, humble, and
suffering Jesus Christ; the recitation of the office, or prayer according to
whether one was a cleric or lay person; visits to churches; the life of fraternal
sharing, communion in absolute poverty, and equality of condition; work of
different kinds; assistance to the sick, in particular to the lepers and the poor
with the distribution of what was received from their work; the prohibition
not to accumulate goods; begging in the case where recompense for work
was not sufficient for ones own subsistence and/or for assistance to the
lepers; exhortative penitential preaching and the mission of good example in
the midst of the people; being subject to everyone; renunciation of every
form of power; the experience of minority in living among people;
announcing peace. The brothers of that time defined themselves as airi
poenitentiales or poenitentes de Assisio (AP 19; L3S 37).

After pontifical approval and reception of a mission in the church
(1209), in the course of the first decade of the life of the fraternity the work
of the preaching of Francis and his brothers continued to broaden. With the
entrance into the fraternity of men both culturally prepared and of different
members from the cultured clergy, preaching became more learned and
better articulated. At the same time the number of members in the group
grew, and the need was felt and manifested for constructing appropriate and
stable dwellings exclusively for the use of the friars, where they could come
together and give expression to forms of community li"ing which had as its
focus daily prayer and apostolic activity in the full sense of the term.

In these same years began the custom of regular reunions and
meetings of the fraternity (Chapters, 1212). The group was dispersed
throughout different regions and nations (from Italy to Europe and the
Mid-East), which gave rise to the first organization and division of
government (erection of Provinces, l2l7). The Holy Founder, fully aware
of the novelty of his charism and of his fraternity, applied himself to the
redaction of his own Rule, with norms already in part proposed and
implemented in the previous chapters or taken from his writings (1221).
The fraternity gathered around Francis preserved in substance his form and
program of life and activity until 1221 (the so-called "heroic period" of the
Order of Minors).

By that same year the number of friars grew to 3,000 and was
organized with a real hierarchy and structure of a religious order present in
various regions (with their own Minister Provincials, Chapters, Cutodies,
and Guardians of stable places or local communrnes lhcfl of friars). The
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same ministers provincial, surrounded by other learned and prudent friars
(;apientes) togetler with counsel from external friends, not only felt the need

for a more adequate Rule, but also for a better religious discipline (the
institution of the year of novitiate, 1220), and of a real spiritual and
intellectual formation for the adult friars and even more for the young who
in ever greater numbers were entering the Order. These could not remain in
the lay state while Lateran III in 1 I 79 and more recendy Lateran IV in 12 15

ordered bishops and prelates to engage teachers in schools for the people at

large as well as for theologians for the formation of priests and preachers, in
order to respond to the needs of the ecclesial community. This signaled the
explicit awareness on the part of the legitimate hierarchy of the fraternity,
and with them of not a small number of friars, both Italian and foreigners, of
the Order's new needs and obligations toward the growing number and

variety of the personal conditions of the friars themselves, to say nothing of
the needs of the church in which the fraternity felt itself to be deeply
inserted. With such awareness came the needed adaptations and
supplements to the life, all of which were held to be congruous with its new
situation.

Having overcome a brief critical phase of development between
122l-1223 (rejection of the Early Rule of 1221, discussion of the Final Rule
at the General Chapter of 1223 , and the debate on the introduction of study
into the fraternity), and with the Founder's consent to the opening of the
Order's first school of theology at Bologna, the Order accomplished its own
so-called "intellectual turn" with the consent of both the majority of
superiors and members. Thus began the clnaentual development which
included: a) going beyond a certain understandable fundamentalism of the

older companions of the Saint, and the friars connected to the humble
conditions of life and activity of the origins (some of whom were called the

zelanti until around 1260); b) the real beginning of study for the young
members destined to the priesthood (1223-1224); c) a vast and articulated
undertaking in terms of preaching and apostolic ministry in assistance to the

diocesan cLergy and in correspondence to the pastoral needs ofthe universal

church. This situation already being lived by the Order was a kind of
"snapshot" and sanction for the Rule which Flonorius III approved with the

papal bull, Solet annuere, on November 29,1223.

In the last years of his life while not denying this development
within his fraterniry Francis exhorted the brothers in his Testa.rnent to
always keep present before them the humble origins and the founding
inspirations of the Founder. At the death of Francis (1226), the charism of
the Order as approved by the church, matured in this direction also as a

result of the impulse of its hierarchy, and developed dynamically in this
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direction. The Order of Minors was already a true mixed religious order
(religio), composed of lay brothers and clerical brothers and presbyters
dedicated to a life of evangelical fraternity in the heart of the church with
different functions and tasks, where, however, pastoral activity had grown
and was growing ever wider, and the cultural presuppositions and material
conditions directed toward this pastoral activity were given more and more
attention and continually strengthened.

B. Theological-spiritual components of the charism of the
Founder of the Order at its origins'

In the exposition of the historical facts something has already been
stated concerning the components of the chaism/spirit of the Founder
Francis given by him to the fraternity of origin and assimilated by the same
fraternity. Here this will be explored in a deeper and organic manner. The
charism is a complex and structured unity of elements. A separate
consideration of its components must not allow one to forget that these live
and function only in the structured and unitary whole in which these
elements are inserted. A formal definition of the Franciscan charism will not
be given here, nor in the following sections will there be given a formal
definition of the Convenfual Franciscan charism, because both are to be
considered the lived synthesis of the constitutive elements which will be
highlighted.

l. An original experience of tbe following of Christ and of ffi accord.ing to

the Gospel.-Francis, as every Founder, had an original charismatic
experience of the following of Jesus Christ and of life according to the
gospel, and he transmitted this to his spiritual sons. It is important to see

what this originality consisted in because this constitutes the Christological
root of his experience and of the other components of his charism. One
speaks correctly of a particular evangelism and of an original following of
the traces of Christ as characterizing the charism ofFrancis. In giving form
to his life and to that of his fraternity, the holy Founder of fusisi made
explicit and constant unconditional reference to the gospel and to the person
of Jesus Christ (among other texts consult: RegNB I:3ff; RegB I:1; RegNB
)OilI:2; 2EpFid 13; Adm VI:2; UltVol l). Francis places before his eyes and
heart his faith in the reality of Christ in his totality, and from all the
mysteries of the Son of God made flesh he takes inspiration for his life. For

ult has already been stated that the two charisms though distinct and
needing to be distinguished, could be considered together, given that here the
interest is to consider tl:,e franciscan chairvn in its origins, which is that of the Order,
rooted in that of the Founder Francis.
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him, Jesus Christ was the Son of God Most High, the glorious Word of the
Father, the Son of God made a true man, the historical man Jesus of
Nazareth, poor, humble, obedient, crucified, the risen and exalted Lord, the
slain and glorious Lamb of the Apocalypse, theJudge of history. Reading his
writings and biographies one can gather the global perspective in which he
locates his recalling of the Gospel and all the mysteries, even these glorious
mysteries, of Christ: precisely that of the God of love and charity, who in
the Son offers himself and is offered to humanity in a humble and poor form
because He in his divine being is humility (LaudDei 6) who invites humanity
to a response of free, spontaneous, and unconditional love @pOrd 39;

Absorbeat). In Jesus Christ, poor and humble, pilgrim, g'uest, servant,
crucified, and even now glorious, daily present humbly and poorly in the
midst of humanity in the sacrament of the Eucharist, the Founder of fusisi
sees, admires, and invites one to contemplate and recognize the humble and
poor love with which God in the Son empties himself of divine power and
glory presenting and continuing each day to present himself to their love in
a sweet and convincing form in order to draw them to himself (cfr. RegNB
IX:5-6; RegB )OI:5; Adm I:16-22; EpOrd 26-29).

The life of the Founder of fusisi and of his disciples and sons was a

consonant response of love to such love of God read in the mystery of
Christ. Because of this one could say that in its most profound dynamic this
life consisted in an existence modeled not generically on the Life ofJesus and
his evangelical teaching, but rather on the clncrete rnodes or aspexs in which
the love of God was manifested in the historical life lived by the Incarnate
Word. Therefore, the Frunciscan spirit as the original charismatic
assimilation of the mystery of Christ by Francis and his followers, in its root
and in its soul is to be seen as the Franciscan response of love to the divine
love manifesting and offering itself in a humble, poor and naked mode, and

is made concrete in the choice and witness of a life of radical povertlz,

humility and minority with which the Founder and his followers lived their
Christian vocation and situated themselves in the church and society of their
d"y.

It can be said that the particular evangelical and original reference

to Jesus Christ developed above are to be consid ercd tbe root of the experience

of the other clntplnents of tbe Franciscan charivn: of God, of the church, of
Mary, of the human person, of the world. This can be seen from the brief
exposition of the other elements of the charism of the Founder Francis and

of the Franciscan fraternity founded and guided by him.

2. Most High God, buruble charity, tbe 'lesser' God.-The sources

document how Francis and his brothers, walking behind Jesus Christ, the
poor and humble presence of God among humans, had a profound
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experience of God as Most Higb Lord. (CantSol 1), "most high and supreme
eternal God, Trinity and Unity, Creator of all, ... without beginning and
without end, unchangeable, invisible, indescribable, ineffable,
incomprehensible, unfathomable, ... glorious, exalted on high, sublime"
(RebNB )OOII: l1). At the same time, God is the good Father, charity, who
nourishes and reveals with regard to humanity a love without limits offered
to humanity with buruilty and. cnurtesy, a God "who alone is Good, merciful
and gentle delectable and sweet" (RegNB )OCIII: 9) who completely lowers
himself to humanity and graciously has given and gives himself @pOrd 11),
and who with his benefis does not overwhelm humanity, because he is
bumble (LaudDei 6;EpOrd 26-29).

The proclamation of one's response of love to this God (RegNB
)OOII: 8-ll; Absorbeat; EpOrd l l), following the example of the Son Jesus
Christ, Word of the Father and way to the Father (RegNB: 11; 2EpFid54-
60), the desire and the obligation to grow and remain fixed in this love
S.egNB )OilI:25-43), the unconditional willingness to atrribute everything
to the divine glory in moments of common prayer and private recollection
as well as in various occupations throughout the day (RegNB )O(II: 8-9;
RegB V:2-3; EpAnt 2), all this constitutes the soul and the motor of the
witness to God given by Francis and his brothers from the period of the
origin of the fraternity.

3. The Diaine Spirb of sanctificatiln.-From its beginning, the
Franciscan fraternity had a lively experience of the Holy Spirit as the Person
of the divine Trinity who actively participates in the realization of the plan
of salvation of the Father in Christ (RegNB )OilII: l, 5). He speals words
which for the believer are spirit and life (2 EpFid 3); he makes the reception
of the gift of the Eucharist salvific for the faithful (Adm I:10-15); he allows a

vital assimilation of the mystery of Christ by those who place themselves
decisively in the following of Jesus on his way and through the vestiges
traced out by him, as Francis and his brothers decisively desired @pOrd 52);
he fosters the soul's adherence to Christ as to its spouse (2 EpFid 51); he
inclines the heart of the faithful to holy prayer and devotion @egB V:3:
EpAnt 2) and he enriches them with his works (RegB X: 10); he gives a

dimension to the life of the fraternity which goes beyond the carnal realm
G"gB VI: 8-10). As can be seen, the entire Christian life and the specific
experience of Franciscan evangelical life are placed under the action of the
Spirit, recognized as the divine milieu in which the experience of the Father
as grace, life and love is brought to life through Christ.

4. A liuely and filial sense of the churcb, pilgrim penple 0f God, and.

sacrantent of the presence of Cbrist.-From the beginning Francis and the
fraternity of Minors had a deep ecclesial consciousness and a strong sense of
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belonging to the real, historic, catholic, hierarchical, Roman-papal church.
Even though aware of having received a call from on high, the Saint placed
his charism and that of the fraternity in the hands of the church (Test 14-
15). The church was experienced and seen by Francis to be the people of
God, in part already in glory and in part still on the path toward the
kingdom of heaven (RegNB )0OII:6-7), while at the same time the place of
the sancti$,ing presence of the Son of God himself in this world through the
proclamation of the divine Word and the celebration of the Eucharist by the
legitimately ordained ministers, even if unworthy (Test 6-13; EpCler lff;
EpOrd 30-37).

The Franciscan fraternity from its origin was firmly convinced of
being responsible for making a particular contribution to the church at
large, which itself was called to a life of faith and of penance through the
witness of humility, poverty and minority (RegNB )OilII: 7; RegB )trI:5), in
full submission and obedience to those that who are placed in charge and
have the responsibility to guide the faithful of Christ in the right faith and
the task of safe-guarding communion within the community of believers
(RegB )trI:5).

5. Spirit of the beatitades.-Arnong the components of the Franciscan
charism from its origin is included the singular experience Francis and his
fraternity had of the evangelical beatitudes. These characterized without
doubt the personal life of the Founder in an admirable manner. But this is to
be considered also as a sublime component of the spiritwhich he transmitted
to his fraternity, and which in turn assimilated it. In fact, both the Rules and
the historical testimonies regarding the Franciscan fraternity of the early
days give evidence that, following the impulse and example of the Founder,
these gifu of the Spirit (Gal 5:22-23), reflected and present in the
fundamental Franciscan experience of the humble and poor oblative love of
God in the poor and humble Jesus Christ, constitute the elements which
characterize the life and witness of the Franciscans of the first generation in
a singular way (RegNB VII: 16; RegB )OV:l-6; RegB III: 10-13). In
particular, Francis and his brothers received from the divine Spirit the gift of
the beatitudes of poverty in spirit, of simplicity and of evangelical joy, which
give witness in a singular and conscious manner in the midst of men and

women (RegB III: 10-13; SalVirt 10; VPLaet).

6. Lrf. in poaerty, bumility and ntinority.-From the beginning,
Francis and his brothers experienced in a singular manner, and gave a

particular witness to poverty, humility, and evangelical minority in the
church and in society. Their option of life was based principally on their
experience of the poor and humble Jesus and even more radically, on their
contemplation of the humility of God himself (EpOrd 26-29). For Francis
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and his followers this was both an interior spiritual attitude as well as a social
condition which took the form of the renunciation of every position of
power and influence and money, with the obligation to live from one's work
and eventually, if necessary, from alms. It meant the refusal of privileges of
every kind, of ambition, of honor and human recognition. It meant finding
one's place on the social scale among the least ones and as the least of all
(minors).

Certainly this response of the Founder of Assisi and his brothers
was not the only way of generously responding to the invitation of Christ.
None the less, it was without doubt a characteristic mode which carried a

notable prophetic weight and advanced the Gospel in the society and the
church of the thirteenth century.

Keeping in mind what was said above concerning Francis' and his
brother's experience of Christ, it must be pointed out that, historically
speaking, different from other medieval evangelical and poverty movements,
the poverty, humility, and minority, of Francis and his followers was not an
intentional social and ecclesiastical protest, nor was it simply an ascetical
condition or a simple means for attaining Christian perfection. ft was rather
the concrete Franciscan mode of bringing to life again that experience of
salvation inspired by the concrete manner in which the Most High revealed
himself in the history ofJesus.

7. Fraternity of minors.-In the life of Francis and of the fraternity
gathered around him there resulted a singular witness of fraternity
intimately linked with minority. Having placed themselves in the school of
the poor, humble, servant Christ, master and example of available and
oblative love, Francis and his followers learned to experience everyone as

brothers and sisters, and to love each other reciprocally as Christ loved his
own (RegNB )O: 5), to serve one another and to wash one another's feet
(RegNB VI:4), to recognize each other as equals and to see in those
responsible for the life of the fraternity rrot prinrs or holders of power and
dominion, but ministers and servants of the brothers who are their lords
(RegNB V:1-15; [V: l-5; Y:l-Z; RegB X: 5-6). The foundation of a similar
fraternity was Jesus, the Son of God, who made himself brother and servant
of all men and women (2 EpFid 56) and, as their bishop and pastor,
manifested to them the face of God the Father, who taught them to pray to
him with this title in the spirit of fraternity (RegNB )C(J.I: 4l-42; 2 EpFid
54-56) and to do his will (2 EpFid 52).

The fraternity lived by Francis and his followers however was built
up by the Spirit whom the Holy Founder considered to be the real Minister
General of the Order (2 Cel 193). Thanls to the Spirit's divine action there
was a cornmunion among brothers according to the Spirit (spiritual brotbers)
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who lived their daily relationships with a bond of love similar to that of a

mother for her own son (RegNB IX: 11) or even more deeply than that
(RegB Yl: 7-9). The example ofJesus, Brother and Servant, constantly held
before the brother's eyes gave to the fraternity a living awareness of the need
to model their own daily relationships in reciprocal openness and service
toward one another. This behavior found its truest verification and strongest
sign in care and solicitude for the sick brothers (RegNB X: 1; RegB VI: 9).
The obedience which was alive within the fraternity reproduced "the holy
obedience of our Lord Jesus Christ," or the obedience of Jesus who made
himself servant and obedient to the Father to the point of death for us (2
EpFid 10). Both in its vertical dimension (ministers-subjects) and in its
horizontal dimension @rothers-brothers) it is nothing else than daily
reciprocal service (RegNB V: 13-15), loaing obedience.

Life lived in fraternity in such a manner had minority as both its
presupposition and goal, and which the Founder placed not accidentally
beside fraternity in denominating his foundation as friars minor. Both of
these dimensions flowed together into the construction of the life of
evangelical fraternity within the community as well as in its external effect
within both church and society. For the Holy Founder in fact, the Order
should not only bring the proclamation of the Kingdom of God to church
and society, but should also make evangelical fraternity lived in minority the
fundamental content of its particular announcement of the Reign of God.

An attentive reading ofa sirnilar experience offraternity leads to the
affirmation that fraternal life is not a mere means for realizing community,
but is itself the essence of the community born from God, which comes
before every rule. Making Jesus' prayer for unity his own {n 17z6-26,
reported literally in RegNB )C(I: 4l-55), Francis underlines that unity lived
fraternally in the sphere of the minors must be the imitation and
participation in that unity which exists between the Father and the Son in
the Holy Spirit.

Certainly, fraternity cannot be said to be a characteristic unique to
the charism of Francis and of his family at its origin. But it is undeniable that
this is realized as a proper characteristic: fraternity was explicidy lived as a

moment of salvation and recognized the absolute equality among all
brothers, each of whose personality was respected. This inspired a

specifically Franciscan institutionalization of the relationships among the
friars. To recognize this novelty it is opportune to note that among the
medieval monks and canons regular, even though while living together with
a fraternal spirit (something essential for every Christian group), at the level
of structure they reproduced the correlative distinctions of the class of origin
of the various members of the monastery: the conaersi were deprived of
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active and passive voice; distinct habits were used for the conuersi and the
priests; hierarchical relationships ruled between superior and subject; a rigid
verticalism of responsibility in the leaders with a paternalism and
authoritarianism resulted.

In the new community of Francis, however, all the friars were
indistinctly minors and all the members were stripped of the right to
sometling which could distinguish one from the other. Superiors were not
abbots (fathers), and the other brothers even though owing them humble
obedience were to treat them as seryants. Blind obedience was not practiced
because the brothers were not obliged to c^rry out what was 

(contrary to
our life or against his conscience" (RegNB V:2). In the fraternal Franciscan
community even the physically and culturally weakest members were
integrally necessary to the community. The superiors were not only
distributors of spiritual energy, but rather they were obligated as seraants to
seek in the friars the enrichment and fulfillment of their own being, and to
observe a religious respect for that most intimate personal center of choice
in those who have them as a reference point for the ultimate and large
questions of life.

What results from the historical documents is that such an
experience of evangelical fraternity in the 1220's, and hence while the
Founder was still alive, was lived in the Order in a sufficiently organized
fonn of community, with a corrunon life of prayer @pOrd 30-31) and a
plurality ordered in a certain measure by fraternal services both within and
without.

8. A profound experience of the radical poaerty of the human person

enriched by diuine benefits.-Jhe Holy Founder of fusisi had himself, and
from the beginning entrusted to his fraternity a profound and original
spiritual experience of the human. The human being is the creature that the
creator God-Father/Trinity had designed to the image and likeness of
Christ from the beginning (Adm V:l), and generously called into existence
by means of the Son in the Spirit with an expression of love which did not
cease even with human sin (RegNB )C(II: 1-3). Because of this the human
being, even though unworthy before God, is the destined beneficiary of the
redemptive love of God and is called to live in penance by following Christ
and to nourish a living hope of divine glory as the crown of living, and to
trust only in the grace of God (RegNB XWI: 5-17; )OOII:9-11; Adm II: l-
4).

From this profound experience of the human, rooted in the
following of Jesus who made himself poor and humble and eruptied ltimself
before the Father for us (2 EpFid 10), there also emerges the originality of
the prayer of the Franciscan fraternity in its origin. It was the prayer of the
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poor, of poor brothers who returned every good to that God who they
proclaimed and glorified as Father and the Highest source of Good, with a

heart pervaded with the rejoicing of one who felt himself to be poor before
the Lord and aware of having absolute need of him @egNB XVII: 7-15).
This experience of self as continually poor before the Lord and needful of
his grace prevented "the spirit of holy prayer and devotion" from being
extinguished in their daily undertakings (RegB V:3; LAnt 2) and made them
credible witnesses to the primacy of God in the life of the human person.

9. Work as the grace of God, source of sastennnce and. sign of rninority.-
A relevant component of the witness to minority by the Franciscan family of
origin which merits attention was work and the manner of evaluating it. In
the early days of the fraternity different kinds of manual labor were
practiced: day labor (hboritiurn), extremely precarious, freely offered and

Jecompensed, but not a means for demanding one's rights, integrated in its
fruits by begging in the case that recompense for work was insufficient to
support life that day or when it was actually denied them. With the
evolution of the fraternity, while Francis was still living and with his
approval, work became extended more and more widely even to the pastoral

sector and to the intellectual sphere.

Francis taught his brothers to consider work as a grace given them
by the Lord so that they might glorifiz him with piety and devotion (RegB

V:1), but it was also a means for being of assistance to one's neighbor on the
material (help in need) and spiritual (good example) levels, and so that one

not fall into laziness with the consequent danger of exposing oneself to sin
(fest 20-22). The Holy Founder, however, strongly recommended to his

followers that in no way should the undertaking of work extinguish in their
hearts the unconditional search and desire for God E"gB V:1-5). The
engagement of the friar in humble work accomplished with humility should
be the expression of his participation and solidarity with the world of the
poor, of the refusal of privileges and positions, and income, a concrete

instance of minority among men and women (RegNB VII: 1-2).

10. Mission in tbe cburcb and arnong non-Cbriaians.-Mission, by
means of the proclamation of the Word of God and the example of life was

an element of the Franciscan charism from the beginning, rooted in Francis'
consciousness of being a harnble tervant and the ten)ent of all and therefore

"bound to serve all and administer the fragrant words of my Lord" (2 EpFid
1-2). From the beginning of their evangelical experience the brothers felt
called to proclaim the Kingdom of God to their brothers and sisters within
the church and in the midst of society, and in particular to invite them to
conversion Qnetdnoia) to the Lord God-Trinity, to praise and magnifr him
with their own life, and to fear him and to hope in his merry (RegNB XVI:
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8-9; )Oil: 1-9). In the early days the brothers defined themselves, as noted
above, as "airi poenitentiales de Assisio." Their apostolic preaching,
accomplished by both lay and ordained members, even though simple and
without doctrinal pretense, was not a mere moral and ascetic announcement
as it was for other poverty movements and heretical groups of the time.
Rather, it was a simple but real theological preaching. Following the teaching
of Francis the brothers announced with their exhortations that God the
Creator Three and One is the only value for the life of men and women, and
that he was their judge and to him they must be converted with an
attachment which leads to a radical change of one's moral and ascetic life
@egNB )Oil: 1-9). In a second moment, while Francis was still alive,
Franciscan preaching began to become more and more doctrinal and to
become more closely connected to pastoral activity. However, Franciscan
preaching always preserved the style of proclaiming penance which Francis
taught his brothers from the beginning: to announce the Kingdom of God
with simplicity, humility, discretion, sweetness, with the awareness of being
the first one who has need each day ofthe pardon ofGod and conversion to
him (RegNB XVII: 3-16; RegB IX).

From the beginning, the mission of the Franciscan fraternity was
not limited to "Christianity." It was extended even to non-Christians
(RegNB XVI: RegB XII), in whose countries the friars should first give an
evangelical witness of life, respectful of their belief, and then, on occasion,
give an explicit proclamation of the truth of Christ the Redeemer and of the
Triune God (RegNB XVI: 7).

ll. The Eucbarbt, priaileged place for the reaelation of tbe hwnaility of
God.--The Franciscan charism of origin, of hearing and announcing of the
Word was linked to a profound and original eucharistic experience @pOrd
14-37). The Founder from Assisi lived and taught his brothers to have an
ardent daily relationship withJesus in the Eucharist, present among his own
in the power of the Word of God @pOrd 37). In the sacrament of the altar
Francis saw and felt the Son of God Most High present among men and
women in a singular manner. He adored the Son in the Eucharist with all
his heart from the beginning of his spiritual journey with his brothers (Test
4-5). Francis participated daily in the sacramental representation of the
memorial of the supreme gift of the love of Christ @pOrd 30), and in it he
contemplated and taught his brothers to admire with wonder the daily
representation of the miracle of humility, of the self-emptFrng of glory, and
of God Most High's making Himself the "lesser one"in a piece of bread and
a few drops of wine (EpOrd 27).

Francis exhorted his brothers to place themselves daily in the school
of this radical self-emptying of God for in it they would acquire a more vivid
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consciousness of their vocation as ruinors in church and society. His
experience of the Eucharist represents an important component of Francis'
charism/spiriir. From the beginning the Franciscans assimilated this lesson of
the Founder well, and transmitted this to posterity.

12. Filial ffiaion tuward Mary, Mother of Cbrist and poor airgin.-
From the beginning there was present in the Franciscan charism a Marian
component worthy of note, strictly connected to the fundamental
Christological component. Francis and the brothers saw Mary intimately
united to Christ, the Son of the Most High, but made poor and humble in
order to be close to all men and women and to offer them in that form the
gift of divine life.

Mary, writes Francis, is the palace where the Most High God

@ather) established his dwelling through the consecrating power of the
Spirit (SalB'\[W 4). She is the divine mother of the Savior, the Lady. She is
also the handmaid, the Virgin who with her integral faith has realized the
substance of the church as community of faith and gave it its beginning
(SalBVM 1). Divine maternity and fruitful virginity constitute the
fundamental elements of the ardent devotion of Francis and of the first
fraternity of minors to Mary.

However, for the holy Founder from fusisi and his companions
Mary was also the poor Virgin who gave a place for the Son of the most
high God in the world of our fragile humanity (2 EpFid 4) and in the world
of the poor on the concrete social level (2 EpFid 5; RegNB IX: 5; UltVol 1).

Under this aspect he referred to her frequendy and with originality. With
the poor and humble Jesus Francis associated the poor Virgin mother,
inspiration and companion on their path of minority and poverty in the
church and society.

13. Word of peace and contmitment t0 peacemaking.---:The

proclamation and the greeting of peace and the commitment to
peacemaking must be included among the elements of the charism of
Francis and his fraternity from the beginning. The Minors greeted with
Peace and good all those they encountered; peace with God, peace among
brothers, peace with themselves (RegNB )OV: 2; RegB III: 14). Placing
themselves above any motives for factions, they committed themselves to
realize a true pacification of souls and of relations among all men as brothers
(RegNB XIV: 3; RegB III: l1). The Holy Founder was a living example of
this for his followers (CantSol 10, and references in the biographies) and

together with his brothers he left an inheritance to the Franciscan fraternity
which, as we will see, was never lost.
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14. Fraternity and. cosmic Eucbarixic spirit.-A final and truly singular
and characteristic component of the spirit of the Founder from Assisi and of
the fraternity of minors from the beginning was the feeling of cosmic
fraternity and the existential attitude of praise and thanksgiving to God

@ucharistic) for the gift of creation and in the name of creation.

With this experience and witness the Fraternity of Minors brought
God the creator and his mysterious presence into the heart of the world in
an historical epoch which was dominated by the spiritual ideal of the fuga
rnandi, and which was pervaded with the conviction that one could and
should give praise to God almost exclusively within the interior realm of the
spirit and within the closed space of the cloister. Instead, Francis and his
brothers invited men and women to see all the reality of the cosmos as

creature of God, as brothers and sisters in him, and to thank God the Most
High Creator, source and goal of all that is created, tbroagb the gift of such
fellow creatures, which give joy to the life of humans with their presence,
their usefulness, and their splendor (CantSol).

All of these elements, taken in their identity and maintained in the
well structured whole of the spiritual experience of the Founder from fusisi
and of his fraternity, constitute the substance of the Franciscan
charism/ spirit from the beginning.
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II

The Charism of the Order in the Period of its Conventual
Configuration and Lrstitutionalization: 1223-1260.

A. The Facts of History
The shape of the fraternity already in movement witirin the course

of the first ten to fifteen years of its existence experienced a notable
evolution (considered by some to be a decadence or betrayal) after the
confirmation of the Rule and the death of the Founder. Among the various
causes for this evolution the principle ones to be considered are the exercise
of the office of preaching and pastoral ministry in its many forms, not that
the application to study ordered toward pastoral ministry was not also a

factor.

It has been stated that already in the course of the 1220's, in
particular after the approval of the Rule, based on the real pastoral and
cultural needs of the church and with the stimulus of the church hierarchy as

well as by internal stimuli from the ranks of friars coming from among the
cultured clergy, the fraternity experienced a process ofevolution towards the
assumption of a pastoral function within the church. In the course of the
1230's and 1240's this assumption of ecclesial ministries because the
prevalent commitment, if not to say the exclusive direction, exercised most
actively in the more significant and dynamic population centers of Europe.
This led to a growing clericalization or sacerdotalization of the Order, to an
always greater urbanization of the dwellings (loc) of the friars, and toward a

real institutionalization of study in the principal clnoents (this word seems to
have been used for the first time in the Franciscan context by Friar Elias in
1230), in particular towards the opening of General academic Houses of
Study, with their own Masters or Teachers, in Paris (1236), Oxford (1242)
and other places. This was accompanied by complementary legislation and
more democratic forms of government in the Order with the first
Constitutions (Roruanae, 1239; Narbonesi, 1260) adapted to the new demands
of apostolic activity and community life. In this context of progressive

clericalization in the years of 1240-1242, the authorities of the Order
limited the number of lay brothers accepted into the fraternity in favor of
the clerics, given that by now the exercise of sacred ministries had become
the predominant activity of the Order.

In the course of this development more spacious churches and more
ample habitations for the friars began to be constructed in the cities

@etween 1230-1250: fusisi, Padua, Bologna, Viterbo, Florence, Naples and
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equally outside of Italy, Paris, Pamplona, Freiburg im Breisgau, Bruges,

etc.). The convents and urban churches, built within the living fabric of the
cities with contributions from the civil authorities and the general
population, responded to the growing popular requests for pastoral service,

requests not always attended to by the secular clergy. It should not be

forgotten that these converits and churches also served a social purpose,

given the choice of poverty and non-possession by the Order. In fact, the
friar's convents hosted gatherings, council meetings, judicial debates, and

welcomed guests of the city. The churches, built in the typical gothic style

of the regions, were at the disposition of the cities, as opposed to the
parochial churches which belonged to foreign prelates and were frequently
closed.' These buildings were inspired by the Cistercian sgle of
monasteries, much closer to the simplicity and poverty of the Minors. Thus
within the convents there appeared cloisters, chapter rooms, vegetable

gardens and walls of enclosure.

The churches of the Order with an attached clnuentus or ('a

community of at least thirteen friars," were declared ecclesiae conaentaales by
Innocent fV in a bull of April 5, 1250, and were given privileges equal to
Collegial Qolkgiate) churches, with faculties for celebrating the sacred

functions, for preaching, for hearing confessions, and for buryrng the dead.

With this also went the faculty of enlarging already existing churches and of
constructing more ample new ones. By this time the Order had already

acquired a clnaentaal physiognomy which was reflected in the denornination
of both the friars and the places where they dwelled. In fact, after the bull of
Innocent fV in 1250 mentioned above, and the Narbonne Constitutions of
1260, those houses with at least a cTnaentus or 

^ 
c1??hrnu.niry of friars were

crlled conuentual places Qoca conuentaalia); those smaller places outside the
cities and the hermitages, were called non conaentual places Qoca non

conaentualia). Those same friars who made up the communities with at least

thirteen members in the conaentual places began to be called conaentaak

(conoentuales) and their guardian was designated as clnaentaal guard.ian,while
those who lived in the hermitages were called non conaenm.als (non

conaentuales).The conaentual bhck of the Order, almost the entire Order, was

at dre same time designated Corumunity of the Order, and its ftiats, Friars of
tbe Comrrtunity.

The hermitages and the little convents situated outside inhabited

areas were always present in the Order and voluntarily preserved by the

Order, as resulting from the Narbonne Constitutions of St. Bonaventure

'On this consult G. Schweiger , Francescani,Idem, ed., La ttita religiosa dalle

origini ai nostri giomi. Dizionario (Cinisello Balsamo: Paoline, 1977):220-221-
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(1260), which found and recognized, however, that the more useful,
providential, and better justified convents were those situated in the cities
where pastoral care and study was exercised and where it was possible to
better observe discipline and community life.'The Seraphic Doctor saw in
this conventual evolution of the Order a good analogy with the evolution
experienced by the church, which from its humble origins in Galilee, while
ever remaining the same, has been extended throughout the world and has
produced men eminent for holiness and doctrine to the glory of God and for
the good of the faithful. This acquired conventual status of the life and
activity of the community of the Order is a positive realization, and was
realized under the watchful eyes of the church, the custodian of the charism
of the Founder and of the fraternity from the beginning. We will return to
this question at the conclusion of this exposition of the historical path of the
Order.

B. The theological-spiritual elements of the charism of the
Founder and of the lived origin (foundational) of the Order in
this phase of its conventual evolution

After having presented the facts, we will attempt to see how the
typical charismatic elements of the Franciscan &aternity of origin have been
present in the life of the Order in this historical phase of its journey. This
will consist in an organic reconstruction based on the historical witness of the
complex and widely lived experience of the Order.

l. The following of Cbrist 
-Already 

in this recent historic phase the
great majority of the Franciscan fraternity turned toward a conventual
organization and structure of life, in the sense expressed above and to be
clarified further in the course of the exposition that follows. This
development did not renounce the program of life of the Founder and of the
fraternity of origin in following Jesus Christ particularly in his humility, his
poverty, his renunciation all the way to the cross, and to the witness to the
humble, oblative and self-emptying love of God revealed in Jesus. For the
historical and ecclesial reasons recalled above, the Order found itself in the
situation described and determined to actualize the founding intention of
the Seraphic Father by walking behind Jesus Christ with a more stable and
more ordered style of community life, and this above all, within a program
of apostolic pastoral activity which included liturgical celebration, the
Christian formation of the people, the evangelizaion of culture, and with

'Deterrninationes quaestionum., in Opera Om.nia,Y7ll,340ff ,367 ff .
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Flouses of Study which little by little were established in the convent
buildings. The Conventual Franciscans of this historical period attempted to
actualize in a new vital context their following of the poor and humble
Christ, their program of life of witness toJesus Christ.

From within their real and relatively new situations of life they
began also to produce theological and ascetical-mystical reflections on the
following of Christ, especially in their meditation on the significance and
the theological and spiritual implications of the stigmatization of the Holy
Founder for both the Order as well as for the entire church. They began to
reflect on this theologically, while they continued to live this mystery in
substance, even though with a visible change of accent from the exterior/real
sphere to the interior/ideal sphere.

2. The reference to God, Father, Trinity, Highest Good and to Jesus
Christ Word incarnate and crucified, the daily contemplation of the divine
mysteries in their complexity these remained the central moments and
fundamental duty of the life of the fraternity geared toward a conaentual

living. Bringing to completion a tendenry begun already in the Order before
the death of the Founder, in praying in this manner as already indicated,
there developed a more ordered community discipline according to well
determined daily practices as the expression of and the means for a

concretely lived fraternity in communion before God and with one another.
In addition, the friars increasingly nourished their prayer with biblical,
theological, and liturgical, spiritual content relative to the mission and the
pastoral and intellectual activity by now prevalent in the Order, given the
fundamental clerical choice taken by the Order at the end of the 1230's.

Community prayer in their conventual churches, both liturgical and non-
liturgical, constituted a moment of authentic fraternal community life and

the instrument and expression of a solid witness to fraternity in the midst of
the Christian people.

3. The eaangelical beatitudes, so vividly and freshly present in the
spirit of the Founder of Assisi and of the fraternity from the beginning, in
particular simplicity and joy, understandably lost in part its spontaneity
during this phase of growing conventualization. The life of the friars had

become more withdrawn, less visible to the eyes of the people. [Iowever, the
Franciscan fraternity in this new form ofpresence to the people did Tot lose

its connection to the freshness of origin, and kept it alive among the people.

The two Liaes of the Founder written by Thomas of Celano, the Legends of
St. Bonaventure (1263) and other writings arising within the Order in this
period speak of the spiritual sources from which the friars drew and of what
spirit it was that nourished their minds and actions within the social context
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into which they were being inserted with both an institutionalized style and
organization of conventual life.

4. The organization of the dilly fraternal life in the course of this
phase of conventualization of the fraternity undoubtedly underwent a
striking change, already begun in the phase of origin. The life of fraternal
communion of the members of the fraternity was no longer limited to a

coming together in the profession of the same evangelical charismatic life
which was fundamentally itinerant in the early days. The friars were no
longer in the position of being able to refer to the Guardians and Ministers
in only a sporadic manner from the various places where they were offering
their services. Their gatherings were no longer sporadic. Now they carne-

togetber (con-ueniaano) in determined places, in stability, living there in
community, even if this did not signifi, a real passage to stability of place,

because obedience to the Ministers Provincial and Minister General could
always destine friars to diverse places and pastoral and apostolic services.

They shared fraternally in an ordered manner in moments of prayer; they
bore with a fraternal spirit the daily burdens that diffrcult and often
monotonous human living with its problems normally imposes. They had to
organize, distribute, and accomplish, in a corlmon manner this daily work,
increasingly of a pastoral and intellectual nature.

Contrary to what is often affirmed, the conventual organization of
the Franciscan life of this historical period was not a mere reproduction of
the monastic life. Even though some elements of monasticism inspired some
institutional and building choices of the minors, it was not monasticism but
different ideals which inspired and animated their fraternal community life.
Different was the spiritual life-blood that circulated within it: it was that of
an evangelical egalitarian minorite and missionary fraternity transmitted by
the Founder and deeply assimilated by the fraternity. With regard to this it
must be said that the gradual conaentual configuration described offered to
the Franciscan fraternity the possibility of creating new forms and moments
of evangelical fraternal life not realized in the monastic tradition nor
concretized nor concretizable in the preceding expressions of community
life, which were more Jlexible,less stable, in large part itinerant and episodic.

In this development can be seen a dynamic explication of the potential of
fraternal life implicit in its charism.

It is true that the strongly developed clericalization of tbis period

sharply marginalized th. lny component and limited the possibilities for the
expression of Franciscan life which were carried within itself. It is also true
that the large place given to pastoral work and study began to give way to
preference, precedence, and exemptions within the life of the community,
not all of which was consonant \Mith the fraternal living style of equals and
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rninors. However, even if such exemptions and variations were introduced to
facilitate the life of study for the Masters and students, and for the exercise
of certain ecclesial ministries (chaplains, teachers of the faith, ambassadors),
they were not such as to denature the substance of the evangelical position
of the Founder and of the primitive Franciscan fraternity with regard to
fraternal living, which is to say that all the friars were and should have been
accepted as equals, in fact, they must accept themselves as servants of one
another.

5. With regard to the value of minority lived by the Order in this
period of conventualization, tlre following question and the response cannot
be avoided: Could the Franciscan fraternity, which began to have its own
churches and dwellings (hcfl while the Founder was still alive and which
after his death went on to gradually move into the center of the cities where
the real economic, cultural, ecclesiastical and political life of the Communes
thrived, building there and often allowing more spacious and cosdy
churches and convents to be built for them there so that they could carry out
their pastoral and social service, could they still be considered as, and held to
be truly a fraternity of ruinors and poor, a group of the humble among the
humble? In substance: did the Order remain faithful to the most
characteristic element of its charism which emerged with clarity from the
intention of the Founder and lis spirit and which was assimilated deeply by
the Order in its beginnings?

This is the question that already in that historical moment \ryas

raised from both inside and outside the Order, and in recent times has been
frequendy asked anew. Leaving for the conclusion of this exposition of the
historical development of the Order a full and determined response which
the Friars Minor Conventual have given and continue to give to this on both
the theological and hermeneutical levels, here we will note that the
Franciscan fraternity in this phase of its history, as is evident from the
exposition ofthe facts, did effect, but in a certain sense one could say it was

constrained. to effect a turn which undoubtedly dislocated itself considerably
from the humble, social, apostolic and cultural location of its beginnings.
However, to give the most objective evaluation possible of the phenomenon,
it is necessary to distinguish between material dislocation and spiritual or
ideal dislocation. Even though embracing, or perhaps it would be better to
say, creating a form of charismatic life which assumed more and more the
conaentual configuration described above, and in order to respond with the
charism of their Founder and that of the fraternity of origin to new and
impelling demands on the ecclesiastical, pastoral, cultural and social levels,

and because of this even though in large part materially dislocating their
form of life and witness, in fact, the Minors did not betray their mission but
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preserved it, developing it and actualizing it in a creative and productive
manner for the church and society, even if with such an effort there was an

obvious attenuation of minority and the rigor of life as compared to the
origins. In addition, this development was approved by the ecclesiastical

authority. There were losses, deficiencies, and weaknesses. But minority,
povert/r and the minority and humility recommended by the Founder and

lived heroically in the beginning were not substantially betrayed in their
spirit. The proof for this can be seen in the approval of such a development
by the authority of the church, not to speak of the common feeling of
Christians who demanded a Franciscan presence in the church and society,

and gave spontaneously from their own means to insure this, a process

which was realized in a much more vigorous manner in the phase following
immediately upon tlis in the life of the Order.

6. The work of the Franciscan fraternity in this phase of its history
continued to concentrate itself almost exclusively on pastoral activity and its
ramifications: liturgy, catechetics, homiletics, of personal, cultural, and

intellectual spiritual direction. The activity of the friars moved from the
fields, from the families, &om the leprosariums and from the streets into the
churches of the Order, into the convents, into the parishes, into the piazzas

as places of gathering for preaching events. This was the result of the
clericalization of the fraternity, by now on the road to complete realization.
There still remained within the Order diverse non clerical brothers,
especially from the beginning, who carried out non clerical functions. But
the admission of non clerical friars was strongly limited and their function
and witness were gradually confined within the convents and the churches,

and on the streets for occasions ofbegging.

Having passed over almost completely to the conuentual form of life,

the Franciscans worked in a very different manner than those of the early
days. They worked, however, according to their own spiritual, social and

cultural usefulness in areas which the church recommended to them and

which society entrusted to them. The fruit of their work can be seen in the

vast production of pastoral, cultural, intellectual and social goods wiffressed

to by recorded historical facts. Their work was widely appreciated as the

large diffirsion of their presence in the cities and other areas w.itnesses. Here
also one could ask the question as to whether their work was that of minors,

by rrtinors, and among minors, from the social context in which they lived.

On the basis of what has been said concerning their practice of minority, it
can be sustained that even if their work was not largely that of minors, it was

however accomplished by persons who felt themselves to be minors in the

school of Francis and his first brothers. And in large part that work was

accomplished among the rninors both in terms of pastoral undertakings and
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in the diverse forms of assistance to the poor and marginalized who always
found a welcome, solidarity and aid, according to the possibilities and
mentality among the friars of the time.

7. The word of peace and the commitment to peacernaking remained
elements of the original charism which were well preserved and developed
by the Franciscan fraternity, which was now situated in the convents of the
turbulent and quarrelsome medieval cities. The facts recounted above
document this in a clear manner. The urban convents of Minors were secure
points of reference for pacification among the urban factions which tended
to appear. In this period various Friars Minor were chosen as peace officials
in various Italian cities.

8. The sons of Francis celebrated the divine mysteries in their
spacious churches, mindful of the teaching of the Seraphic Father and in line
with the spiritual tradition of the first brothers, and they gave much
attention to eucharistic and Marian devotion. In the mystery of the
sacramental presence of Christ they venerated and kept alive the vision of
the Seraphic Father which pointed to the daily representation of the
humble, ineffable, condescension of God who offers himself in a poor form.
St. Bonaventure re-expressed this vision very well when he described the
Eucharist as the most sublime mystery of the humility of God, superior even
to the incarnation and the cross. In the area of Marian piety, on which the
friars began to reflect with their theologians who taught in the General
Houses of Study, there was progress especially in the light of the primary of
Christ which began to be developed at this moment within the Order.

9. Finally, it must be asked how the friars, who were being
organized more and more in terms of both life and activity according to the
conventual model could keep alive the charistrnatic element of fraternal love
for all creatures and the cosmic eucharistic spirit so marvelously lived and
witnessed to by the Founder and the fraternity of origin.

The life of the friars was no longer lived primarily on the streets of
the world in close contact with nature, but within the walls of the convents,
fully dedicated to pastoral, intellectual and assistance activities. But the
rlren ory of the openness of spirit to God and the world of Francis and the
first brothers were not lost in their collective consciousness. This can be
deduced from many facts among which are the following: the attention to
this singular spiritual experience of the Founder in the writings which were
circulating within the Order in order to hold onto his story and spirit
(among others, the two Liues of Thomas of Celano and the Legends of
Bonaventure); the reproductions of scenes depicting the cosmic spirituality
of the Founder on altar-pieces and in the first frescoes of the Franciscan
churches inspired and commissioned by the friars; the signs of attention to
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animals, flowers and plants that could be seen in the gardens of the convents
of the Order.

Openness to and love for the world as creation, and the
contemplation of the world in the light of God were therefore still very
much alive in the life of the friars in this historical period. This is
demonstrated clearly by, among others, the work of St. Bonaventure tided,
hinerariurn ntentis in Deurn, composed on La Verna by a friar who knew and
embraced Franciscanism in its conventual form, and who to this same Order
re-proposed the experience and charismatic witness of Francis to the
brotherhood of men and women with all creatures and with God the
creator.
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Itr

The Conventual Charism of the Order in Historical E4perience
up to the Presentz 126O-1997.

A. The Facts of History
With the Narbonne Constitutions and the generalate of St.

Bonaventure, the conaentual director ofthis historical path ofthe Franciscan
Order, the direction was already clearly indicated and decisively traveled.
With regard to this form of making the charism of the Order concrete there
were critical voices within the Franciscan family which looked backward
with a nostalgic glance, certainly worthy of respect and opportunely
admonitory, for a return to the humility and to the material and cultural
poverty of origin. However, this was a minority of the Order. The
Franciscan fraternity almost totally, in particular in its applications and
responsibility for government, for reasons noted, had already taken on the
spiritual, ecclesial and social physiognomy of the Minor Conventual
Order-distinct from the movement of the Regular Observance which
emerged between 1318 and 1415 from within-and as such from 1517 with
the ofEcial designation of the Order of Friars Minor Conventual continued
its historical development up to our own times.

As a matter of fact, one could say that within this arc of time this
physiognomy was profiled more clearly and accented more strongly in the
face of various movements of reforrn and return to tbe origins which, either
arising from within the Order itself or arising from outside of the Order but
not without connection or influence. Its broad presence in the church and
society on the apostolic, ministerial, cultural, and intellectual levels impacted
the shape of the Franciscan charism in this period of time. Here are noted
the more significant forms of this conventual shaping.

l. Pastoral activity. Conventual Franciscan pastoral activities,
already widely exercised in the preceding phase, became more developed
also because of the large grofih in number of friars (c.20,000 towards 1250;
35,000 toward the end of the thirteenth century, and c. 30,000 in the
fifteenth century). The Conventual Franciscan churches, enlarged and
reconstructed between the XIIP-XIVd centuries, some of notable size
(beyond 100 meters in length), many more of medium and small size (60-80
meters by 35-50 meters), according to the number of friars who served
there, were distinguished by care and pastoral efficiency and in particular for
the celebration of the great liturgical rites accompanied by the solemnity of
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sacred song-Gregorian as well as the alternative monodic music, in
addition to polyphony and instrumental accompaniment. The solemn
liturgical celebrations within were enhanced by the decorations and the
pedagogical-catechetical fascination of the splendidly displayed paintings
visible to the faithful on the walls. Music and art were created by our own
friars of the )ilIP century and beyond, &om their own genius and also

through the tacit recollection of the congenial love of the Holy Founder for
song and poetry.

2. Cultural activity. The turn toward study in the 1220's and
beyond was confirmed and re-invigorated in the decades which followed,
characterizing the presence and activity of the Order in successive centuries.
The motivations brought forth for its realization from the beginning
remained and were given even greater weight in this phase of the history of
the charism of the Order, especially in the face of the anti-cultural protests
of the various reforrns which arose in the Franciscan realm. In spirit and
practice the Conventual Franciscan family kept alive the orientation of its
origin, based on the exhortation ofthe holy Founder: "as long as you do not
extinguish the spirit of prayer and devotion" (LAnt 2; RegB V:2). Study was

considered useful, even necessary for leading a wise W and for
accomplishing a valid pastoral praxis directed toward building the kingdom
of God. In the course of the centuries one can certainly think that reasons

such as the prestige of the school, the parochialism of the Order, and a

certain loss of touch with the real life and problems of society would have

led the Order in part, as also in other ecclesial contexts, to cultivate Study as

an end in itself. Flowever, it can be said that in its own General Houses of
Study and the lJniversities the of Order, the Franciscan and pastoral

formative purpose of study and formation and cultural promotion in general

was always held on to as the substantial motive.

3. Attenuation of poverty. The necessities of construction and for
the maintenance of churches, convents, and institutes of study, in addition to
the other contingencies of conaentual life spoken of above, as had happened

during the first phase of conventualization and even more since, and also

because of the diminution of alms, obviously required an attenuation of
poverty and other norms and observances of the early days. The Order
attempted to regulate these norms and demands with the Declarations 0n tbe

Rak by the Popes and with other analogous apostolic licenses. Without
doubt this led to abuses by both the friars and convents, more or less diffrrse,

and more or less severely corrected by the Superiors. On the other hand the
Order could not avoid the general disciplinary decadence of all the old
religious Orders (which also had their own movements of Obseruance witlin,
later reabsorbed by the Orders) between the second half of the fourteenth
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and the fifteenth centuries, due to various causes and situations of the
church and Roman Curia itself (the black death, affluence of goods, papal
schism, general spiritual decadence of Christian society, etc.). It is the period
that different historians for the various religious Orders and for our own
designate as the period of conaentualisrn as a negative assertion, and different
from the positive perspective which has been taken in these pages.

Ffowever, from the history and fervor itself which gave rise to the
many hagiographical compilations which included the writings of St.
Francis, together with the texts of ancie nt Legendae , and with the lives of the
first holy friars, called the Books (spiritaal) of the Proainces, which were
produced in all the Italian and European provinces throughout the entire
fourteenth century and beyond, it appears that the Order always preserved
the inspiration and the actualization or the essential profession of the
religious life with its characteristic qualifications of poverty, humility,
spirituality, devotion and Franciscan devotions, together with an always
fuller ministerial activity, with a significant influence on people and rulers.

4. Convents and retreats. With the concrete shape of the Franciscan
charism in its conventual configuration, while having overcome in time the
dissent and struggles of disparate groups of Spirituals in three to four
provinces between 1274 and 1J17, the Order in large measure gave a
Franciscan irnprint to society because of which it could be pointed out that
in the fourteenth century all of Europe was Franciscan. The propelling force
of this presence in the Church and society in the following centuries was
attenuated, but this does not take away from the fact that the conventual
mode of giving shape to the Franciscan Order constituted a vital factor in
the Christianization of Europe.

The vast presence and influence of the Church in society however,
did not lead the conventual Franciscan fraternity to forget the spirit of
recollection nd withdrawal from the world. Even though the Order was
almost completely conaentaal, it preserved many of the ancient /oa,
hermitages and litde conveirts of retreat for the &iars who desired to give
themselves to contemplation and the search for God in solitude. A good part
of these were donated by the Community or given under constraint to the
followers of the Franciscan reforms (from 1368 and following both within
Italy and outside Italy). Others were preserved and new small convents were
created between the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, also to offer
spiritual assistance to the inhabitants of litde centers dispersed outside the
cities in agicultural areas. This is a sign that the Conventual Franciscan
fraternity never renounced the presence and care of isolated places of retreat
or of more intense spiritual life inspired by the tradition of the primitive
berrnitages desired by the Seraphic founder (cfr., RegEr).
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5. Legislation and spirituality. The conventual configuration of the
fraternity, its life and activity open to every work of ministerial apostolate
and to the evangelization of culture, initiated while Francis was still alive
(1223) and institutionalized within the Order in the course of a thirty year
experience with copious fruits (1230-1260), did not remain closed and static
in the formulation of its own spiritual-juridical basis. In reality, between
1260 and 1500, and continuing beyond, the various cultural forms of the
different European nations were harmonized with the diverse demands of
the Order's own internal life, with oppoftune adaptations made according to
the different demands of times and places, among which the Particular
Statutes of each province are an example with regard to the General
Constitutions of the Order.

Thus, the norrns of the fundamental Narbonne Constitutions and
their different redactions between 1260 md 1331, were brought to
completion with new noffns of discipline and more regular organization
(almost monastic-conventual), with the Benedictine Constitutions of 1336
(wanted by the Pope) and these were then harmonized with successive
constitutions, in particular the Farnese (1354), the Sistine (1469), the
detailed Alexandrine (1501) and, successively, adapted to the current reforms
and new times, with the Pian (1565) and especially, the Urban Constitutions
(1628), the most complete, and which realized as it was able the reform of
religious life of the council of Trent (1563), which included for the Fliars
Minor Conventual the possession of goods in corrrrnon, extended to all
religious orders except for the Order of Friars Minor of the Observance and
the order of Friars Minor Capuchin. The Urban constitutions, abbreviated
in part and updated (1771 and 1823) were in vigor almost to 1932.In the
post-Tridentine period, the charism of the Order was sensibly revived in its
various components (repeated by the Urban constitutions of 1628) wit'h a

strong accent on the spiritual and intellectual aspect.

The spirituality of conventualism of the Order in this period, in
addition to the Legenda rnaior of St. Bonaventure and the various
hagiographical Corupilations, was nourished in particular by the celebrated
104 Mediutiones oitae Chrbti of friar John of Caulibus of San Gemignano
(+1335), by the more ample collections of biographical sources and various
formulations of the teaching, ideals, and memories of St. Francis, always

considered to be the form.a Minorum, x well as by the exemplarity of the
Saints of the Minors in the Chronica 24 Generaliurn O. Min. (1364-74) of
friar Arnold of Sarrano, and by the Liber conformitatum of friar Bartholomew
of Pisa (1305-1390). All of these works, diffrrsed widely in manuscripts and
print between the fourteenth and sixteenth centuries, nourished the
Christocentric devotion and spirituality of the conaentualivn of the Order, as
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it did also for the Franciscan reforms. Beyond this it was also revived

tfuough intense activity by means of circular letters and various printed
works of spirituality and liturgical-devotional practices (Corda pia, aia mtcis,

Transitus of St. Francis, the Discipline and the Chapter of Faults) of the
Minister General and Servant of God, James Montanari of Bagnacavallo

(Vicar General l6l2-1617;Minister General 1617-1623), who also prepared

the text of the Urban constitutions.

6. The intellectual component was revived at the same time through
renewed legislation which restructured the programs of the preceding

General and Provincial Studies of the Order, with the new designations of
Gymnasiums of the Third, Second and First classes (humanistic or literary
studies, logic and philosophy, theology) and the primary university Studies

of the Order were confirmed with tLe new designation of Colleges
(academic: today called Tbeological Faatbies), eight to ten between 1587-

1701, from the Roman college of St. Bonaventure to the College of Urbino,
each erected with papal bulls, with a fixed number of bachelor students

chosen by lottery, receiving the doctorate after the prescribed triennium,
similar to and with the prerogatives of the public universities. It was in these

gymnasiums and especially in the academic colleges that the study of the
great masters of Franciscan scholasticism was taken up again with renewed

fervor, and new intellectuals of the Order were formed-teachers,
preachers, ascetic writers-among whom were the Servants of God and

Saints who operated in every sector of the apostolate in the following two to
three centuries @etween I 600-1 870).

7. Missionary apostolate. Worthy of mention also in this period was

the conventual presence in the missionary apostolate. After a first attempt

between the beginning and end of the sixteenth century, the forced

exclusion of the Order from the great mission field of the Americas and

other new lands (subject to Spain and Portugal), were in part compensated

by the continued presence of the Conventual Family of the thirteenth
century and after in Constantinople and Orthodox Greece, as well as with a

notable and renewed missionary presence in Romania, Russia and the

surrounding regions.

8. Life of fraternity, activity and contemporary rebirth. In synthesis,

the Conventual Franciscan family-designated from the thirteenth century

and beyond as the Cornmunity of the Order of Friars Minor, and, after the

Leonine acts of 1517, the Order of Friars Minor Conaentaal (OFMConv),--in

the modern epoch has continued to be present and active in a Franciscan

way in the church and society following the same line of conventual

direction undertaken in a germinal manner by the Family of Minors almost
from the beginning.
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The daily life of its members within has continued to be a life of
fraternity in the communion of prayer, in the communion of table and roof,
supported from the fruits of the apostolic and intellectual labor proper to it,
as well as from the spontaneous offerings of the faithful, in the communion
of fundamental rights an,,t obligations, even though privileges and
precedents connected to positions, tides ofstudy, and honors both personal
and otherwise were present. On the outside the Conventual charism has
been made concrete and manifested in ministerial undertakings in all fields:
in the pastoral activity of the churches of the Order with the celebration of
the divine mysteries \Mith full decorum, often solemnized by song and
instrumental music; in the vast commitment to preaching both within the
churches of the Order and outside them, especially during Advent and Lent;
in the great intellectual activity of the Father Masters, professors of sacred
science (philosophy, theology, scripture, ecclesiastical history, etc.) not only
in our own Colleges and Theological Faculties, but also in the faculties of
public Universities in Italy and Europe. To be noted here is a long series of
names and Chairs of such pablic Lectors outside of the convents (cfr. the
series edited by N. Papini in Miscellanea Francescuna 1932-34). The
Conventual Franciscans of the modern period have been distinguished in
particular also for a lively sense of the function of music as a vehicle of
religious sensibility, of culture and the arts, inherited without doubt from
the soul and the religious spirit of the Founder. These are to be situated
within the arc of time from the early years of the sixteenth century to the
twentieth century with a long series of 400 musical composers, musicologists
and writers of musical treatises, Choirmasters in our churches and in many
other churches and cathedrals. This touches on a sector of the intellectual
apostolate and lively Franciscan presence which has been exclusively
conventual in European culture.

The revival of the Order in Europe after the devastating
Napoleonic and national suppressions of the nineteenth century, the
beginning of apostolic activity and presence prevalently in the ministerial-
pastoral field in North America (1852), and after the last world war also in
Latin America (1946tr.) and elsewhere (Africa, Australia, Asia: Japan, India,
Indonesia, Phillipines) are all signs of the vitality and the evangelizing
efEcacy of the conoentual configtration of the Franciscan charism up to the
present.

At the end of the exposition of this third phase of the historical path
of the Order, it can be legitimately concluded that the Franciscan charism in
its clnaentual shape and configuration, originally spiritual-seraphic and
apostolic-but complemented very quickly with the formative and operative
intellectual component and conserved as such till the present in its history
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for more than seven centuries, has remained substantially anchored in the
spirit and teachings of the founder St. Francis and to the originating charism
of the Order. Operating alone in t}re first two centuries @II-Xnf of the
history of the Order after humble beginnings and then side by side with
growing absorptions on the part of various reforms which arose in the
Franciscan sphere, the Conventual Franciscan configuration ofthe charism
has preserved through the centuries and continues to preserve today its ideal
and apostolic identity and is therefore nurtured and dynamically developed
as a unique, traditional and still vital incarnation of the Franciscan charism.

B. The theological-spiritual elements/components of the
charism of the Founder and of the origins (foundational) in this
historical phase of the Order

From what has already been expounded on the historical level one
can see from which spiritual elements the Order of Friars Minor Conventual
as a Franciscan family has substantiated its presence and charismatic activity
in church and society during the third and last period considered.
Therefore, without going into a detailed exposition as has been done for the
preceding periods, it can be affirmed generically that the reference to the
following of Jesus Christ, in its opening toward the mystery of God, in its
sense of the church, in the spirit of the beatitudes, in devout attention to
Mary, in the cult of the Eucharistic Jesus, in the commitment to pastoral
work, in the word of peace and in relationship to creation, the Order
continued to develop in the direction ofthe previously described conventual
orientation. The structures of fraternal life, however, merit particular
mention.

The internal life of the fraternity was lived from the perspective of
an ordered community life moderated by norms which regulated fellowship
on the general, provincial, and local levels, with regard to dwellings,
activities, to the communion of goods, to fraternal services, and in particular
to the service of the superior. A sign and strong instrument of fraternity can
be seen in the legislation throughout the centuries regarding the
government of the order, with the active involvement of the friars on both
the juridical and lived levels in the communal decision-making process of
the chapters on the local, provincial, and general levels. The Conventual
family kept alive the spirit of equality which was so pronounced in the
Franciscan fraternity of origin, even beyond some evident gaps (common
among religious orders, even Franciscans, up to our own times), such as for
example, the exclusion of some members in specific categories from the frrll
enjoyment of common rights and privileges, from dispensations and from
precedence of those brothers who were non-ordained or who did not aspire
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to ordination. This style of internal fraternity which was faithful in
substance to its origins was irradiated also in some way to the outside world.

The Conventual Franciscan Fraternity throughout this long period
of its history did not cease to describe itself as minor, even while referring to
itself as "Conventual" without the addition of "Friars Minor." Certainly, its
embodiment of minority continued to express itself in the context of t'he
assumption of pastoral and cultural tasks and services, and in the relative
social position which led to a certain distancing from the m.aterial dimension
of the real and social Franciscan poverty of the origin, approved by the
authorities of the church. But it would certainly be far from the historical
truth to affirm rhat minority and poaerty in its heart were only something
thought about and proclaimed but not lived. The poverty of the convents
was real. And even in the large convents located in the city centers and
places of notable social and cultural life, poverty was certainly not
abandoned, even though the maintenance of the local churches and
dwellings of the friars with their social functions had a high cost attached.
Summing it all up, one could say that the minority and poverty of the
Conventual Franciscans in the course of these centuries was not the
strongest nor highly prlphetic, but *ris reality at the same time was not a

berayal of the spirit of poverty and minority transmitted by the founder to
his religious family.

C. Hermeneutical and theological considerations on the
conventual shape of the Franciscan charism

In the introduction to this paper, even ifvery briefly, the guiding
principles for theological reflection on the charism in its historical
developrnent and its present actualization have been presented. Throughout
the exposition of the historical development we have indicated more than
once the questions which were raised by many from both yesterday and
today concerning the authenticity of the conaentual development of the
Franciscan fraternity of origin. Now, at the end of this historical and
spiritual exposition, before indicating the modes in which the components of
the charism of the order can be actualized today, it is oppornrne to present
in an extended manner the hermeneutical and theological considerations
which the Friars Minor Conventual have made and continue to make
concerning rJrre cunaentaal evolution of the Franciscan fraternity throughout
its history. This will be accomplished in three points: l) how they conceive
of the conventual shape and the institutionalization of the Franciscan
charism; 2) their approach to the problem of the interpretation of the
Franciscan charism; 3) the principle criteria used by them to verify its
vitality and authenticity.
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l. The rneaning of the conuentual shape of the Franciscan cbarivn -For
the Friars Minor Conventual, the institutionalization (through the Rule and
successively through the constitutions) of the charism transmitted by the
Founder does not indicate a drying up of the gift of the Holy Spirit for
them, in fact, this institutionalization was indicated in the initial and
subsequent moments of the movement, where the Order began translating
into appropriate structures the selective historical memory of the
fundamental spiritual content of the spirit of St. Francis described above,

which the community lived from the beginning of its existence. From the
beginning, according to the Friars Minor Conventual, the Rule and the
Constitutions have translated into the collective self-consciousness and
memory the founding inspirations of St. Francis, which distinguish the
conventual Franciscan charism from those of other non-Franciscan orders.

From the beginning decades of the Order conventualism has been
manifested in this institutionalization in order to avoid the danger (present
in the group of the so-called zealots and later in the radicalism of the
Spirituab) of ritualizing the charism of the Founder and of wanting to
preserve, through false fidelity, even its contingent historical expressions,

and in order to avoid the danger of minimizing the charism on the other
hand, by relying on reductive imitations taken from more ancient
institutions (to speak of a true analogy between conventualism and
monasticism is to falsify both the facts and that realiry); and, in order to
avoid the danger, too, of softening or losing its identity, through distancing
itself from the people by becoming isolated beyond the areas of human
habitation, or of cloistering itself in hermitages or even in the sphere of the
powerful (social mediation and popular apostolates are the characteristics of
the urban convents); and in order to avoid the danger, finally, of enlarging
the significance of its own proper charism (as the zealots, the Joachimites,
and above the Spirituals tended to do).

2. Interpretation of tbe charivn of the Founder-Characteristic too is
the approach of the Order of Friars Minor Conventual to the problem of
how to read the charism of the Founder in order to live it, to protect it, and

to deepen it it is an actualizing approach.

In the necessary historical return to the facts, saying, gestures,

attitudes and examples of the Founder and to the primitive life of the Order,
conventualism avoids the danger of falling into ideological fundamentalism,
which sees in Francis the stereotypical model which one must imitate
(almost mime) in terms of gestures and words, and all of this only to justify
one's actions and opinions. With this approach, conventualism avoids

remaking itself only according to a concrete experience considered as

normative without verifying its fidelity to the spirit of the Founder.
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Conventualism (representative of this is the Bonaventurian approach to the
problem of how to read the Franciscan charism: Letter to an Urunarned

Master, Major Legenl, and other Franciscan writings), always seeks a spiritual
hermeneutical reading, and therefore, an actualizing reading of the charism:
a reading, that is, sensitive both to the historical analysis of the origins and
to the historical and lived experience; a reading that, after the founding
moment, sees the evangelical nature of the Order in its growth similar to the
growth of the church born on the shores of the sea of Galilee and become
the church of the Fathers and the Doctors.

Independendy from the more or less valid results, this spiritual
hermeneutic proper to conventualism aims at reaching, in line with the
spirit of St. Francis, the founding intentions, the proprium, which as we have
seen, characterizes the original adventure of the Founder and the
community of origin beyond the historical forms in which it was realized
and which must be continually realized in time. Only in this manner can one
discover what is essential and irrevocable and what must be actualized (or
better re-incuburated) in the charism, and what is contingent and ephemeral.

Concerning this, specific to conventualism is also the concrete
individuation of the subjects who are competent to interpret and actualize
that charism of the Founder, which the Order must adopt and interiorize, in
order to assimilate, to live and to bring to completion, its irreformable
essential nucleus. Consequent to what has just been said concerning the
criteria for reading this charism, its interpretation cannot be an exclusive
competence of the Founder, or of the community of origin constituted by
Francis and his first companions (at that time), or even of the first disciples
themselves (nos qui rum e0 faimus-"we who were with him"). Rather, it is
the competence of the Order that was already structured (General Chapters)
and moving into its centuries old history. For the Friars Minor Conventual
already from the 1220's, by reason of the same Rule (chapter )OI), the
interpretation is the competency above all of the ecclesiastical hierarchy,
who authenticates, explains, accepts, defends, interprets and adapts the
charism and its primitive institutionalizatton in the Rule of St. Francis. It
belongs, finally, to the competence ard sensus and consent of the Christian
people, who request, approve, and who flock to the conventual churches in
order to participate in the spiritual fruits deriving from the charism.

3. Principle criteria for tbe uerification of the aitality and. aathenticity of
the charisru-Characteristic of conventualism in contrast to the Franciscan
reforms (at least in their birth and early times), are also the principle criteria
which inspire it to verift the vitality and authenticity of the charism, or of
the spirit of Francis and the Order, in its actualizing historical development
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or its re-inculturation. The peculiarity of what is said here consists in the
fact that the following principle criteria must be adopted all together.

For conventualism the authenticity of the charism is verified by:

a) cultivating identity and continuity, or the renewal
of fidelity, through which the Friar Minor Conventual must
tend to realize its proper charism within the community and
within the history of the community, with a dynamic and
substantial fidelity (eventually against the zealony or rigorivn of
some friar or some group):

b) trying to reach an organic communion with other
religious institutes, in the awareness that charisms are all at the
service of the church (against the so-called spiritual Franciscans,

who exalt and place the Franciscan charism against all the
other religious charisms in the church);

c) accepting the dynamic adaptation of the charism for
which the Friars Minor Conventual have attempted in the past
and must continue to attempt today, while facing the
challenges of the modern cultural world in order to find new
ways of inculturation or re-inculturation of the charism, not
simply as a flat reproduction of the past but as fully rooting
itself (characteristic of the origin of the Order) in the changing
conditions of the signs of the tirnes and of the new impulses of
the Spirit;

d) adapting a charismatic creativity, without
reformulating everything always and everywhere ex no7)0,

through which conventualism attempts and needs to
demonstrate visibly the fecundity of the Order by continually
re-appropriating to itself the original spirit, in its capacity to
attract men of their own times and to arouse spiritual
enthusiasm.
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TV

The Conventual Franciscan Charism in its Modern Identity,
Configuration and Actualization

A. Apremise.
In the theological and hermeneutical considerations above the

motive and the sense of the actualization of the Franciscan charism in its
conventual configuration through history and for today has been indicated.
The historical overview has indicated the modes and content according to
which the Franciscan fraternity, giving itself a fraternal configuration and
institutionalization of the conventual type almost from the beginning has
lived in a dynamic direction the charism of the oigin inspired by the
Founder and moved by the divine Spirit. Ir remains to be seen how the
Order of Friars Minor Conventual might further develop the components of
the Franciscan charism of the origin in a conventual perspective with a
dynamic openness to new cultural situations, making the spirit of this same
charism a living reality in the midst of the urgent questions and hopes of the
peoples, and in the diverse ecclesial and social contexts in which the Order is
called to operate and to give its own specific witness.

Before turning to concrete indications, it is good to recall two
unaaoidable conditiorus necessary to effect a good actualization and
inculturation:

1. a solid, historically grounded knowledge of both the essential and
complimentary elements of the charism of origin and
therefore of the spirit of the Founder, and of its dynamic
actualization with the respective motivations that have
occurred in different historical epochs;

2. an accurate knowledge of the directions and tendencies of the
culture and mentality of tlre present day in order to discern
with an attentive reading of the signs of the tirnes, rJrre

possibilities, the opportunities, the challenges, and the
difEculties of incarnating the specific elements of the
conventual Franciscan charism.

I{owever, the Order at the present, different from the more or less
recent past, must always be more aware that, even though it is one and has a
unified conventual Franciscan witness to give, it lives and works in a
culturally fractioned world which imposes the need to scrutinize the forms
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and modes according to which in diverse situations the contents of its
charism can resound and be rendered eloquent and productive. Such work is
not done at a desk nor outside the context in which the actualization and
inculturation must take place. Keeping this in mind, it must be remembered
that giving valid indications for the entire Order would be a rather abstract
undertaking. In the light of what has been said, that which follows is
intended as suggestions of a general nature useful to all the friars of our
religious family so that they might have a direction for the contextualization
of the elements of the Conventual Franciscan charism in the various cultural
milieus in which they are called to live it and give witness to it.

B. The actualization of the Conventual Franciscan charism in
the church and society of today

For the Order and its members, to actualize the conventual
Franciscan charism in the modern cultural context means to operate a lived
slmthesis of its elements (its components) in the context of ecclesial
sensibilities and contemporary cultural fashions. We will trace the basic line
of such an actualization.

l. Tlte following of Jesus Cbrist.-Wherever the Order of the Friars
Minor Conventual is situated today, it must (re-)locate at the center of its
life and initial and on-going formation the following ofJesus Christ and the
reference to the Gospel from the specific optic of the humble, poor and
crucified divine love in which the Father Founder and the fraternity of
origin lived, and after them continued to be lived in a substantially faithful
manner by the conventual Franciscan family in the course of its history, with
the deepening and enlarging brought to it by St. Bonaventure, and Blessed

John Duns Scotus and of his school.

fu demonstrated, this is essential and fundamental because it
constitutes the root of what is particular to actual Conventual Franciscan
identity and mission, especially in the modern ecclesial and theological
context in which the followng of Christ and tbe observance of the gospel are

placed as ttre spiritual foundations of the Christian life in general for both
lay and religious/consecrated. The study of the spirit of the Founder and of
the Order in its origin has clearly indicated such an optic: that of the divine
love that in the Son/Word, sent by the Father and sanctified by the Spirit in
the womb of the humble and poor Virgin Mary, has been made personally
humble, poor, pilgrim, guest, obedient, lesser among men; has emptied
himself of his glory to the point of death on the cross and, while living now
risen in the state of glory, continues every day until the end of the world to
give himself to men and women with love in the burnble and. poor forrn of. the
insignifi cant eucharistic species.
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Francis and the Fraternity of origin continue to offer to the Order
even today this Christological perspective in which they cultivated and re-
lived the entire mystery ofJesus Christ, even in his glorious moments and in
his divine dimension. And such an experience of the mystery of Jesus Christ
must mark the life, the presence and the witness of the conventual
Franciscan fraternity in the church and society oftoday, in whatever cultural
location and milieu they are called to live their charismatic vocation. At the
end of his life the Founder left this as his testament through the centuries:
"I, brother Francis, the litde one, wish to follow the life and poverty of our
most high Lord Jesus Christ and of His most holy mother and to persevere
in this until the end" (UltVol 1). The spiritual tradition and theological
reflection of the Order in the course of the centuries has handed this on
with enrichment and integration because they have preserved it while at the
same time rendering it dynamically alive and productive in the heart of the
church and world.

2. The primacy of God, burnble and. "lesser" loue.-The Conventual
Franciscan even today must live and witness to the theological components
of the charism, offering to the church and humanity of today its unique
experience of God intimately connected to its experience and witness to
Jesus Christ poor and humble, as recalled above. The God to whom one
must make reference and address in a world that is arid, hostile and
indifferent to the divine, is God the Trinity, Father, Christ, Highest Good,
Unique Good, good and provident Creator who, even while being Most
High, is humility in essence (,audDei l-4); a "lesser" God, who against
every human expectation decided lovingly in the Son, in a humble and poor
form, to come near to men and women and solicit from them a radical
response of self-emptying love with the enlivening and discrete power of his
Spirit, in order to enrich them uniquely from his life in a wholly gratuitous
manner (2EpFid 3-4;RnB )OilII:l-2;EpOrd 52).

To this God, Trinity and most high, glorious and humble Father,
the Friar Minor Conventual must consecrate his life without reserve in a

dynamic of love, in intense moments of prayer and contemplation as well as

in diverse daily duties, following the example of the poor and humble Son of
God, dedicated totally to the will and glory of the heavenly Father, and in
communion with the poor and humble Founder Francis for whom this God
was his all (RnB )OOID. As the Founder and the Fraternity of origin recall,
the principle scope of his choice of life and his ecclesial witness must be the
profound desire and permanent search without reserye for God, Highest
and Only Good, absolute value, for the afErmation and t}e witness of whose
primacy in his life and the life of men and women has left and must
constantly leave every thing without regret, with joy and simplicity (cfr. RnB
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)OilI-)OilII). The experience of God "humble and pure," meek, sweet, of
the "poor" God, God of graciousness and courtesy, must render the
Conventual Franciscan the witness to the value of gracioasness in a world
where all is measured and calculated, profit and interest. In his commitment
to the new evangelization, even though operating in different cultural
contexts, there must not be lacking in his witness this characteristic
experience of St. Francis and this "Franciscan" experience of God.

3. Hunaan witness in the spirit of the beatitudes.-The Conventual
Franciscan Fraternity receives from the Founder a very significant
experience and vision in terms of the contemporary sensibilities surrounding
the question of anthropology. In an epoch in which human existence is
systematically locked within the flux of historical becoming on the one hand,
and on the other hand is either exalted as the source and meaning of every
value or reduced to a small fragment of time whose significance is minimal
or even nothing, the Order must draw on the heredity left by Francis and his
great tradition of life and thought to make concrete and to witness to a type
of humanity that believes that "what he is before God, that he is and nothing
more" (Adm )C(:2). Concretely he must propose with life and word a vision
of the human who is called by God through pure grace to walk before him
and to receive everything from the Spirit, who is not disheartened because
he has firm hope in the humble love of God, nor must he exalt himself like
Prometheus by refusing to recognize the gifts of God. Rather, he must live
from divine grace and "return" to his Creator and munificent Father,
fruitfully developing his talents received in the hope of the Kingdom of
heaven.

The Conventual Franciscan fraternity must liye and witness to this
"humanity" in particular with the spirit of the beatitudes, eminendy
incarnated by the Founder and the Fraternity of origin, and substantially
preserved in his spiritual tradition through the centuries. This deals with the
nucleus of the evangelical life lived in its fullness and animated by a strong
eschatological tension, the object of the specific witness of the consecrated
life in the heart the of the church. In an epoch in which the seduction of
material goods is widespread and the temptation to enclose the meaning of
existence within the horizon of earthly life with attachment to transitory
goods, with hardness of heart and the egoism and violence which flow from
it, the Order is called to put back at the center of its life and witness the
values of the evangelical beatitudes, in particular those of poverty, of joy, of
the renunciation of violence and porrer and "rights," and of commitment to
the justice of the Kingdom, which is entrusted to them by the spirit of the
Founder and the Fraternity of origin with the concrete stance of minority
and self-emptying which characterizes it.
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In this spirit the Franciscan virtues must also be given flesh. There
has been talk of Franciscan uirtues as peculiar elements of the Franciscan
charism and among these have been indicated in particular poverty,
humility, charity, simplicity. There is need to broaden the horizon in order
to see in the particular experience of the human which Francis has entrusted
to his family the foundation of an experience of human and Christian virtues
lived with a concrete Franciscan sensibility, inspired and brought forth by
the fundamental experience which the Founder of fusisi had of the poor and
humble Jesus Christ, form of the concrete human existence offered to men
and women so that they might fulfill themselves accordingly in their journey
to God.

The Conventual Franciscan as person of the beatitudes and subject
of human and Christian virtues lived in rJr,.e spirit of the Saint of Assisi, can
and must offer himself to his brothers and sisters as prophet and sign of the
new world, the other world, rhe future, which God through Jesus Christ has
already planted in this world. Its Founder and Father, "a man from the
world to come," sends him through the world so that precisely with the
witness of the beatitudes he might evoke and raise up in his brothers and
sisters the desire and joyous hope of the "land of the living" (RegB \4).

4. Fratemity, rninority and cnnaentaalisrn today.--:lhe Order today
must feel itself committed to substantiate the content of the concrete and
meaningful components (fraternity, minority, conventualism) of the name it
carries: Friars Minor Conventual.

a) Studying its origins and its history with attention to the
sensibilities and conditions of life at the present moment and to the various
cultural realities in which it is located, the Order must take care to live from
within and to express without, in church and society, a witness of a truly
evangelical fraternity: gathered in the name of Christ, led by the divine
power of the Spirit, animated by supernatural intentions. Within the
fraternity each member should be recognized as of equal dignity, where
everyone is actively engaged in the organization and condition of
community life even though with diverse responsibilities, with attentive care

to the establishment of deeply personal relationships and not simply with a

sense of working together or of being a good neighbor and co-worker, for
the common human and spiritual enrichment of each member.

The order must always and everywhere examine itself to see

whether in living fraternal life both internally and externally it is really a

sign and witness of redeemed humanity, where social, cultural, ethnic and
cultural barriers are broken down and the love of Christ the redeemer flows
and expands, infecting brothers and sisters in faith as well as all those who
approach them. A similar witness of fraternity, which must also impact on
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the level of institutional organization, represents one of the more
meaningful gifu that they can give to the people of God and all humanity.

With regard to this the Order must review the position of the
religious brothers within the fraternity as well as their apostolic
undertakings without. Rather than pursuing the clericalization of its
members, conscious of being originally a mixed fraternity of clerics and lay,
the Order must promote the free options of the brothers, beginning with a

corunon and solid religious and Franciscan formation which allows
everyone to express his own potential for being at the service of the
fraternity and for being present in the church. This reorientation cannot
necessarily be accomplished in one moment or another, because it requires
time, prudence, and a sense of concreteness.

b) Minority is the component of the charism which specifies the life
of fraternity among Franciscans and even today, as in the past, must qualify
in particular the life and presence of the Order as a Franciscan reality and
constitute the point on which it must always examine itself and be especially
prodded. Particular attention and insistence on poverty, *ith concrete and
specific implications, must be presented to the young recruits from the
beginning of their formation, especially in these times when they are
strongly infected by consumerism and whose behavior in fraternity could
scandalize other young men coming from various countries where real
poverty is lived. For the young in formation as well as for those already
professed and mature friars, povertF must be motivated Christologically and
theologically, as stated above, and must be integral, both interior and
exterior, both spiritual and real. Returning to the witness of the origins, but
placing before itself also the same tradition of its history, the Order must ask
as both a supra-national family as well as a plurality of provinces and
cutodies characterized by a great diversity of socio-economic and cultural
situations, how it can realize today its vocation of being a fraternity of ruinors
who live among ruinors and as true ruinors.

A living awareness of ruinority must first of all lead to giving, or
giving back, a place of honor to its interior values such as humility, poverty,
austerity, modesty, temperance, and simplicity. Then, according to diverse
circumstances with a lively attention to the signs of the times and the real
conditions of life in the different areas in which it is established, it must
make choices that give concrete witness that its members live as rninors
among minors. With regard to the demand to live ruinority it is useful to
make a distinction between minority in itself and rninority relatiae to its
cnnte,tts. The first must constitute a value in itself which the entire Order is
called to live and signi$r, independently from the socio-economic contexts
in which the members find themselves living. The second must be the mode
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in which minority as a proper value of the Order can be concretely and

meaningfully lived and given witness to by its members situated in different
socio-cultural and economic areas.

The criterionof rninority must guide a certain re-reading of the past

of the Order and inspire present and future choices concerning the activities
and "presences" dte friars must maintain or leave, the services to be

undertaken, the tasla to be accomplished. It is a sign of poverty tndruinority
to face the real demands that arise in an unexpected manner. But it is a sign
of true minority in particular, to assume responsibilities in places and sectors

of activity that others leaae or abandon because of convenience or economic
calculation, so long, obviously, as that does not impede living a typical style

of conventual life. Certain choices of rninors made by non-minors (e.9.,

Mother Teresa and others) must serve as an admonition and prod to the
Order to qualifi, more its own "presences" and witness according to local
circumstances, in the line with this essential and peculiar Franciscan value'

c) Our minorite Franciscan family is conventual. On the basis of the
reconstruction of its historical development, it is not out of place to recall

again that tlre term conaentaal is derived etrmologically from con-ztentus arnd

means, to corne-witb, t0 conte together, to gather, to bring persons together. It
therefore signifies and must sig*s, first of all, a community of men

(cornrnunitas) and only secondarily a building, a house in which the

community lives. It has been demonstrated that conoentaality as living
fraternity toget}er in community in an ordered manner does not in
substance represent eit*rer a decadence or a betrayal of the fraternal life
envisioned by St. Francis, but rather is the concrete manner in which the

Order of Minors almost from the beginning of its existence and almost in its
totality has charismatically incarnated the spirit and dlmamic of the fraternity
of rninors established by the Founder. The task of the Order today is that of
ieeing how it can re-express in the present t}re values contained widrin it
while holding as always valid the essential conuentual configuration which it
had from the beginning while expressing its original charism. Some

considerations regarding this follow.

The etrrrmological derivation of the term conuentual and the history
of the Order demonstrate that in such a re-expression the focus must be on

the community which the members of the Order are called to constitute and

to construct in their daily living as Friars Minor Conventual with concrete

modalities and meaningful content even without in the church and society,

such as: the life of community prayer, cornmon living, the sharing of
spiritual and material goods, the common table, community participation in
the organization and division of worlq the enjoyment of the same rights and
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obligations, common co-responsibility in the ecclesial mission for the
spiritual and material well-being of the house and the fraternity.

Certainly, the fraternity of minors lived in the conuentual form of
the past in its rnaterial nature reveals its fallenness. But it has had and has a
soul which retains all its freshness and actuality. Even more, in the light of
what the church teaches in the present concerning the charism ofconsecrate
life-precisely of the mission it has in providing within the Christian
community, specifically as a life lived in community, of a strong witness of
ecclesial and human communion and fraternity (cft. Vita cunsecrata, nn. 41-
42)-one can affirm that the substance of the conventual Franciscan life is
more alive than ever, it is unrenounceable for the Order and is to be valued
in all its potentiality.

Even today the Order, instructed by the experience of its past life
and by spiritual reflection upon it, and treasuring the stimulus that is given
to it by the theological reflection and the actual teaching of the magisterium
on the consecrated life, must make sure that within itself there be created
and maintained the conditions which permit the liying of a true community
and fraternal life in minority, numerous conditions which include the
economic, spiritual, juridical, and apostolic, in the widest sense of the terms.
Once recognized and clarified, the value of cnnaentaalisrn as a reality to be
preserved and dynamically developed in its substance, the Order is called to
work imaginatively and inventively to enact and actualize it in the diverse
cultural situations in which it lives. The criterion which must guide this
work of consentation. and at the same time of inaention and reation could also
be formulated in these questions: does the presence and activity of the &iars
in a determined place give an authentic witness of minorite fraternity lived
in a daily communion throughout the various aspects of life-prayer,
apostolic life, material life, work, internal interpersonal relationships,
relations with the outside, regulation of daily living-within church and
society? Conaentuality thus realized today does not imply immobility,
stagnant stability, or an obstacle to poverty and missionary and apostolic
mobility so characteristic of the origin of the Order. The community life
that is carried out w"ithin is regulated by Franciscan obedience, which infuses
those doses of mobility in distances both near and far which are required by
the mission of announcing the gospel of the reign of God.

These are the cynaentual elements that must constitute the
structures which bear the life of the Conventual Franciscan family today, in
whatever place they find themselves and in whatever type of activity the
community expresses itself in its context of life.

5. The ecclesial sense and ruissionary spirit.-Today more than ever the
Order must hold on to its ecclesial sense and the missionary component of
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its charism. It receives from the Founder and from the fraternity of origin as

well as from its history of many centuries, a heredity which must give value
to and be made fruitful in the new situations in which the church lives and
with which it can accomplish the divine mandate to be missionary. Its
members therefore must know well the life of the church, the actual
reflection of the church on the ecclesial function of consecrated life and of
Franciscan life within it. The Order must know the theological motives for
which the church with its various charisms even today in a cultural context
of religious plurality and in an epoch of inter-religious dialogue, must
experience itself to be sent in mission; it must know the religious and
cultural situations of the diverse parts of the world in which it must establish
missions.

The rnissionary on his part must prepare himself with great
seriousness. He must be filled with the grace of God, possess an effective
theological sensibility, be fully respectful of the history of the land to be
evangelized. Thus, the Conventual Franciscan engaged in mission in Latin
American must not ignore the fundamental option for the poor, so
consistent vrith the charism of the Order, the new perspective for reading
the obligation of Christian liberation which has as a point of reference not
tire secularized world but the world of poverty and injustice. The confriars
who are natives of Africa or who have chosen to live in Africa cannot not
deepen the theme of cultural diaersiry and thus of ecclesial communion in
diaersity, without taking account of the deep flexibility of the spirit of the
Seraphic Founder, but also of his convincing catholicity. Thus the Friars
Minor Conventual who give their Christian and Franciscan witness in the
fuian world cannot exempt themselves from a profound re-thinking of
Christianity beginning from soteriolog, the soul of the great fuian religions.

In every way, in all the cultural contexts in which the Order is called
to work and collaborate in the mission of the church, its members are held
to be inspired by the content and the style indicated in the Franciscan
missions of the Founder: the preaching of the Gospel, proclamation of God,
One and Three, and of the mystery of Christ, the exhortation to evangelical
penance Qnetdnoia) and to the lived following of Jesus especially in his
humility and poverty (cfr., RegNB )OO:l-9; RegB IX:3; RegNB XVII);
respect for the non-believer in proposing to them the evangelical project of
life fr.egNB XVI:5-8). In an ecclesial situation which tends to fracturing and
centrifugal forces, the Order in its totality and each individual friar must
remember the example and exhortation of the Seraphic Father to be rubject
to the Roman church and its Bishop, Pastor of the entire church, for his
orthodox service of the faith and catholic communion of the community of
believers in Christ (cfr. RegB l:2-3;XII:4;TestS 5).
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6. Work, apostolic o.ctiairy, study.-From the fraternity of origin and
its historical past the Order today receives work as an important component
of its charism, and is made concrete today particularly in apostolic activity
and commitment to study. Given its history and current clericalization, its
work consists almost totally in pastoral commifinents and in intellectual
activity which is of service to and in support of the apostolate. Obviously,
this does not exclude a-priori a future evolution in different directions.
However, its ecclesial and social location, the reality of its work, of its
apostolate, and of its study, lead to a convergence in a determined, almost
homogeneous form of commitment in the church and society, and even
determines the direction of formation and the rnodel of the Friar Minor
Conventual. The lesson which reaches the Conventual Franciscan fraternity
from its past, from the beginning, is that its members should consider work,
whatever it is and will be, 

^s 
a grace and a blessing of God, which must locate

them even today among the rninors (without forgetting however that today
the true ntinors are those who are unemployed and marginalized) and must
respond to the true needs of church and society. In particular, through its
apostolic work, whether it be clerical or lay, the Order, following the great
example of St. Maximilian Kolbe, must also be open to the use of the most
modern and most efficient means of communication. In doing this the
Order will be in the position of creating good opportunities for inserting the
non clerical brothers into its mission of evangelical proclamation.

Mindful of the intellectual apostolic activity which was so

characteristic of the whole Franciscan family the Conventual Franciscan
fraternity must give particular attention to study. Study must prepare the
Friar Minor Conventual on the personal spiritual level so that he might live
his life as a friar in a more conscious manner (in this case special value is to
be given to the study of the theology and spirituality of the order) as well as

of his cultural and professional life so that he might adequately perform the
tasks which the Order assumes in different places in order to realize its
Franciscan mission in the church and society.

In its appreciation of study the Order must be inspired by its past
where it always intuited and valued the pastoral possibilities of the
appropriation of theological as well as philosophical, artistic, literary, and
scientific materials, leaving a visible mark through its men on the panorama
of European culture. Because contemporary society is more acculturated
than in past centuries in its attention to study and in general to culture the
Order today must be more vigilant and open, taking into account the
demands of the different cultural contexts in which the friars are inserted
and work.
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In order to accomplish its ecclesial and social mission well in the
modern world today, the Conventual Franciscan must first of all have a solid
biblical and theological, dogmatic, liturgical, moral and juridical formation.
This is to be located in keeping with the recommendation of the Founder,
who deeply respected the Word of God (EpCler 1-13; EpOrd 34-37) as

"words of our Lord Jesus Christ, who is the Word of the Father, and
...words of the Holy spirit, which are spirit and life" (2EpFid 3), and
conceded the study of theology to the friars so that they could progress in
the life of total consecration to the Lord @pAnt 2) and place themselves
among those, the theologians, who with their announcement and teaching
"give us spirit and life" (Test 13).

However, his formation and cultural commitment must also
embrace other fields of human knowing and acting, in particular,
philosophy, history, literature, music and the other arts, the human and
natural sciences, because like so many of his fatbers and illustrious confriars
from the past, he too must animate the world of culture on all levels with the
Franciscan spirit. With regard to this, the Order must accomplish a dtural
re-conaersion, which does not go against the spirit of Franciscan simplicity
and poverty but is the indispensable condition for validly undertaking, at
every level and in all fields, the urgent mission of the new evangelization
with Franciscan spirit and content. In addition, with indispensable formative
courses, study must also serve to make the members of the Order know
better the origins and history of their own religious family so that they can
appropriate its spirit and clariS, better for themselves and to the larger circle
of students of Franciscanism their own Franciscan identity and mission.

On the basis of what has been said concerning the Minor
Conventual fraternity, the assumption of various forms of work by each
member and the whole fraternity must not impede nor place in danger the
fundamental values of the life of the Order made their own and professed by
the friars with the name of Friars Minor Conaentual: a life of true fraternity,
lived in the sign of minority and made concrete with the community
confi guratio n of c ona entua lisrn.

7. Eucharistic and Marian deaotion.-The order today has the task of
witnessing to the Eucharistic and Marian components of its charism. Its
origins, in particular the Founder's experience of faith and the history of its
spiritual life and the reflections of its theologians, must recall to them with
clarity the optic within which they must revivi$z this in diverse cultural
contexts and within the Eucharistic and Marian sensibility of the church
today. In an epoch in which it seems that in the sensibilities of the Christian
people faith in the living presence of Christ in the Eucharist is attenuated,
the Conventual Franciscan receives from his Founder and hence must
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witness to this especially in the present moment, a particular sensibility for
the gift of the mysterious bodily presence of the Most High Son of God
among men and women and make of this the object of deep adoration and
mission.

But from Francis the friars receive in particular the heredity of
keeping alive in the church today the contemplation of the ecstatic humility
of God in the presence of Jesus in the Eucharist, a typically Franciscan
Eucharistic experience, in order to recall to the church the mystery of the
self-emptying humility of Christ, as well as for reawakening in themselves
their own vocation to ruinority" @pOrd 26-29).

Gathered together around the altar of that Lord, who here and
everywhere embraces and fills everyone without distinction and who
sanctifies them with his undivided and indivisible work @pOrd 30-33), the
members of the Order learn from the Founder, in their daily Eucharistic
celebration to grasp the deepest motive of their conaentualily, of their
coming-together and gathering as ntinor brothers.

In the course of the centuries the Conventual Franciscan life has

been and must be today Marian. St. Maximilian Kolbe, with personal
accents of note, demonstrated this with his life and thought. With reference
to Mary the Conventual Franciscan contributes his own of sensibilities of
thought and reflection within the context of contemporary Marian piety and
the study of Mariology. His contribution in the field of thought can go in
rwo directions: that of the consideration of the glory of Mary, and that of
reflection on her humility and poverty.

The Seraphic Founder's experience of faith, (SalBM\), the teaching
of the theologians of the Order (Bonaventure, Scotus and the Scotistic
school), and even the witness of its Marian piety in the course of the
centuries-here again of St. Bonaventure, of Blessed John Duns Scotus, of
St. Joseph Cupertino, of St. Francis Anthony Fasani and of the aposdes and
martyrs contemporary with St. Maximilian-provide a stimulus for the
Conventual friars today, in whatever context of life for both its reflection
and proclamation of the great truth of the intimate and eminent cooperation
of Mary in the mystery of Christ, Word made flesh: in his absolute
predestination, in his divine incarnation, in his mediation of grace, in his
universal kingship. This touches on Marian truths which are now universally
accepted by the church but which are to be lived and clarified with that
sensibility, that insistence, and that love which must animate the Conventual
Franciscan who draws from the history of his family.

But in particular the friar today can and must witness to the Marian
dimension of his charism in the original direction traveled by the Seraphic
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Father: that of the consideration of the humility and poverty which
characterized the concrete cooperation of the Virgin in the realization of the
mystery of Christ (RegNB IX: 5; 2EpFid 4-5; UltVol l). The friar's witness
to the mystery of the humble and poor love of Christ must lead him also to
highlight in the church the humility and poverty of the Mother of Jesus and
her high function of exemplarity both for the existence of the Franciscans as

the life of ruinors, as well as for the life of the church whose mystery and

witness cannot be different from that of the poor, humble, pilgrimJesus and
of the humble and poor virgin, involved by God in the great plan of
salvation. In this direction Conventual Franciscan devotion and thought
today can and must be creatively faithful to the intuitions of the Founder
and to the tradition of the Order, which many authors have exalted on the
theological and devotional levels with various writings and manifestations,
the mysteries of the simple, poor, and humble life of Mary (from the
pseudo-Bonaventurian Meditations 0n the W of Christ, to the Meditation md
Marian Noztenas of St. Francis Anthony Fasani, to the Writings of St.

Maximilian Kolbe).

8. Comrnitrnent to building peace with jastice.--fhe proclamation of
and work for peace among men and women constitute today important
components of the Franciscan charism that the Friars Minor Conventual are

called to live and give witness. The contexts in which the friars are inserted
are many and merit attention. However, this is a task for the entire Order:
being a Franciscan family in which graciousness and peace must reign it
must always irradiate to the world a mentality of peace. In particular, in the
spirit of the Servnon on tbe Mount and in fidelity to the vision of the emptying
of self and of humility with which they must assimilate the mysteries of
Christ as sons of Francis, the members of the Order, wherever they find
themselves, must stand against violence, work for justice in the matrix of
peace Qastice and peace), and commit themselves to prophetically proclaim
pardon and reconciliation. The realization of a life in peace and in daily
reconciliation within the fraternity constitutes a luminous sign and a

credible instrument of its witness for peace and reconciliation in the world.

9. Safeguarding creation and. a cosnaic Eucharistic spirit.-Love of
creatures, the fruition and enjoyment of these as gifts of God and the praise

of the Creator through them are marvelous components of the charism

given by the Spirit to St. Francis and are elements of the spirit which he

passed on to the Order-these represent elements of the minorite charism

that must be given value in the Conventual Franciscan's witness in the world
today. From the history of the charism of the Order one can see that this
element, after the sublime witness given by Francis and the fraternity of
origin, has gradually declined. Today both cultural factors (environmental
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crisis and ecological sensitivity; deterioration of the quality of life; life
without limits in the manipulative techno-scientific approach io reality) and
theological factors (reevaluation of the biblical vision bf the human 

", 
i*rg.

of God called to lift himself to the Creator bringing crearion with himf a
more lively sense of human responsibility before God in the administration
of creation received from God in trust; a diffrrsive sensibility of a spirituality
of creation) move Conventual Franciscans today to respect 

- 
creation,

obviously in different modes and measures according to th" cultures in
which they are inserted.

What the friars have to offer to believers and non believers on this
point is uniquely rooted in the fundamental Christological experience of the
Saint of fusisi: the contemplation and existential assimilation through the
following of Christ of the divine oblative love revealed and offered ln the
poor and humble Christ. This reading of the behavior and of the being itself
of God disclosed in the event of Jesus Christ made it possible for the
Founder of Assisi to come close to the world of creation with an attitude of
unselfish, non-possessive and non-instrumental, friendly, and brotherly love.
It allowed him to enjoy creation's presence and usefulness and to give ihanls
to the Creator for the gift of creation with a hymn which embrates heaven
and earth and connects both to the Highest and Only Good, God, Charity
and Humility, the source of all that is.

The Conventual Franciscan brings this "San Franciscan,, and
Franciscan perspective (think of the pages of the work of St. Bonaventure,
hinerarium mentis in Deunr) to the ecological dialogue between different
cultures with the goal of offering a valid contribution for the reconstruction
of a livable environment as an indispensable element to better and elevate
the quality of life for all people at all levels. The friar,s ecological
commitment in the direction of the witness of the Founder and of the
Franciscan doctors and saints must be rooted in God and in Jesus Christ,
otherwise one falls into the trap of adapting oneself to the style of the
moment, of giving in to the spirit of the times.

The whole complex of these elements, taken in their identity,
multiplicity and organic nature, constitutes the rnodel of Minor Conventual
life, which today on one hand the formators must validly propose to the
candidates for life in the Order during their time of initial formation, and on
the other hand must be re-proposed to all the friars, the members of the
Order already formed, who are called to assimilate and live in an always
more intense manner their charismatic mission as Conventual Franciscan
witnesses in the church and in society.


